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Abstract 

 

Considerations for Creative Commons: An Examination for 
Motivations of Adoption or Non-Adoption of Creative Commons 

Licenses  

 

 

 

 

Marie Joan Tanedo. Gloria, M.A.  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Laura Stein  

 
This paper proposes an examination of Creative Commons (CC) licensing and 

considerations for adoption or non adoption among musicians. According to the Creative 

Commons Web site, the licenses were created to work alongside current copyright law 

allowing rights holders a “some rights reserved” copyright (“What is CC?”, Creative 

Commons, 2010). However, despite its current uptick in adoption, many remain hesitant 

and refuse to adopt the licenses to protect their work.  Morever, for those who have 

adopted the licenses, little is known about why they chose to adopt the licenses. Thus, the 

study answers the need for further research in understanding why musicians choose to 
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use or not to use CC licenses. The study attempts to answer the following question: What 

considerations determine whether musicians adopt CC licenses for their work? 

 In the pages that follow, I survey the historic and current position of copyright law. 

Specifically, the paper begins by problematizing current copyright law by demonstrating 

its economic and social inefficiencies in light of new advancements in technology. In 

other words, current copyright favors incumbent cultural industries who demand 

increased economic incentives at the expense of the public’s right to access these works.  

Moreover, it favors existing content holders who insist on creating laws that retain 

maximum control over their property. It then questions whether Creative Commons 

licenses can successfully reconcile these inefficiencies. Moreover, the overarching goal 

of this research is to examine the perceived viability of these licenses and to consider 

whether current advocacy efforts adequately address concerns of potential adopters. It 

analyze information gathered from multiple in-depth interviews of musicians who have 

and have not adopted the licenses. It will also examine advocacy efforts. The study hopes 

to contribute qualitative data that will shape future discussions on copyright, culture and 

new technologies by considering adequacies and or inadequacies of current licenses & 

advocacy efforts.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 In a recent discussion, Rich Vasquez, lead organizer & founder of the Creative 

Commons Salon in Austin, Texas, lamented about his struggle to maintain and expand 

the presence of this Creative Commons (CC) advocacy group within the city. Vasquez 

expressed concern about the lack of enthusiasm and willingness by artists to understand 

copyright issues. Specifically, he cited a discussion in which local musicians vocally 

disagreed with the idea of Creative Commons (CC); defining the licenses as “anti- 

copyright” or “anti-author”. Given the recent explosion in the adoption and 

mainstreaming of these licenses, the opposition exhibited by this local community moves 

against what seems to be the popular movement. But why? Why have individuals within 

this group consciously decided against its adoption? And,what considerations influenced 

those who did choose to adopt the licenses? 

 Since their introduction in 2000, CC licenses have significantly grown in adoption 

throughout the world. Currently, over 185 million licenses have been adopted worldwide 

while the U.S. accounts for approximately 9.4 million total licenses (CC Monitor, 2010). 

The volume is impressive; however, it reveals very little to answer the question of why 

they were adopted. The majority of available information focuses heavily on quantitative 

measurements based on Yahoo! search engine queries. On the case study section of 

CreativeCommons.org and on CC Monitor, an online-wiki project created to capture and 

monitor the adoption of CC licenses throughout the world, entries give minimal 

background content and lack detailed information on considerations for adoption of the 
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license. Thus, we are left with a quantitative versus qualitative information. Most 

importantly, measurement of volume does not adequately speak to the viability of these 

licenses.  

 The remainder of the paper explores these questions. Chapter one begins with a 

brief explanation & historical overview of copyight law. It then presents four weaknesses 

of the law. I argue that the current copyright regime, which is influenced heavily by an 

market-driven considerations and an incumbent media oligopolgy, is increasingly ill-

suited for today’s society. None other better illustrates this than the continued tension 

between the music industry and the general public.  I argue that these critiques coupled 

with new technologies serve as foundational elements from which the idea for CC 

licenses emerge. Chapter two closely examines Creative Commons, the licenses and the 

rationale for its creation as a reactive solution to the deficiences of current copyright law. 

It also surveys advocacy efforts conducted by the organization and its network of 

supporters. Chapter three will then examine the advocacy and community outreach 

efforts for CC licenses in the city; for just as important as understanding its formation and 

structure, evaluating the work of community agents may result in fruitful insights. In 

chapter four, key findings from the musician interviews will be presented and analyzed. 

These interviews explore how musicians understand & use CC licenses and copyright 

while providing their individual experiences within the music industry. The overall aim 

of the paper is to identify the rationale for adoption and non-adoption. What part is 

played by education and/or advocacy efforts of CC groups? How is this information 
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presented and how uniform is the message? Is it the structure of the CC licenses itself or 

a broader perception of how the licenses fit with social or industrial arrangements?   

WHAT IS COPYRIGHT?  
Copyright law was first introduced in 1790 to the U.S. from England as a regulatory 

attempt to strengthen the U.S. economy by promoting creativity and job creation. 

According to the Patent and Copyright Clause of the United States Constitution, 

Congress has the power “to promote the progress of science and the useful arts, by 

securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their perspective 

writings and discoveries” (U.S.C. art. 1, sec. 8, cl. 8). Generally speaking, it is a legal 

concept that grants authors and artists control over certain uses of their creations for 

defined periods of time. It is argued to be a vital component for a healthy economy, for 

the preservation of artistic and creative works and for the preservation of cultural choices 

(“Copyright & You” CopyrightAlliance.com, 2008). Even in its most general 

interpretation, it is clear that the law attempts to deliberately and carefully balance both 

economic and social concerns. Boyle (2007) notes: 

“Copyright law is supposed to give us a self-regulating cultural policy in 

which the right to exclude others from one’s original expression fuels a 

vibrant public sphere indirectly driven by popular demand. At its best, it is 

supposed to allow a decentralized and iconoclastic cultural ferment in 

which independent artists, musicians, and writers can take their unique 

visions, histories, poems, or songs to the world— and make a living doing 

so if their work finds favor” (p.7). 
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Since its adoption by the U.S. government, the law has evolved to include new mediums 

of expression by strengthening copyright restrictions.  

 Drawing from additional scholarly works by Gillespie (2007), Lessig (2005, 2007), 

Litman (2007) and Vaidhyanthan (2001), the following paragraphs survey three key 

components of copyright law: the exclusive right for limited, fair use and transformative 

works. I then explore how the law, especially in relation to exclusive rights for limited 

times, has transformed to satisfy the interests of industry neglecting its responsibility to 

the general public.  The remainder of chapter one exposes the weaknesses of the law. It 

concludes by suggesting that CC licenses emerged as an alternative solution to these 

criticisms.   

Exclusive rights for Limited Times 
U.S. copyright law affords authors of creative works numerous exclusive rights, 

which include: the right to reproduce the work; to authorize others to reproduce the 

work; to create adaptations; to distribute and sell copies of the work; to publicly perform 

and display; and to petition the courts for redress should any of these rights be infringed. 

These rights are not absolute and are earmarked by limitations. The limited duration of 

the grant of exclusive rights to an author stems from the language of “limited times,” 

outlined in the Constitution (1 U.S.C. § 8). The exact length in years has faced numerous 

court battles in the last half-century.  Originally a 14-year plus 14-year renewable term, 

the duration of copyright has been extended significantly. In a series of congressional 

enactments, such as the Sony Bono Copyright Term Extension Act (CTEA) of 1998, the 

current “limited term” now allows for 120 -years after creation for corporate authorship 
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while individuals receive life of the author plus 70 years (LaFrance 2008 p. 116). 

Therefore, works published in 1978, will not enter the public domain, a collection of 

public information, until December 31, 2073.  

The need for a “limited time” provision recognizes two important characteristics 

of the creation process. First, artists of creative works seek to benefit from their work. By 

limiting the exclusive holding for a limited time, copyright law gives way to and permits 

for the creation of individual monopolies. This monopoly aims to ensure maximum 

profits for an artists’ work. In general, this incentive has been in the form of monetary 

compensation. The concern is in the law’s sole reliance on economic and monetary 

incentives to justify the restrictiveness of copyright. By doing so, the law presumes only 

economic motivators and excludes alternative incentives such as social capital. 

Vaidhyanthan (2001) notes: 

“That monopolies have the power to enrich themselves by evading the limitations 

of the competitive marketplace; but to accomplish the task of bolstering the value 

of these monopolies, those who control copyrights would have to create artificial 

scarcity by limiting access, fixing prices, restricting licensing, litigating and 

intimidating potential competitors, misrepresenting the principles of the law and 

claiming a measure of authenticity or romantic originality” (p. 24). 

Later in the paper, I present how new technologies have significantly altered economics, 

like production & distribution costs, forcing entities like the music industry on the 

defense. As a result, entertainment industries have turned to the law for help. Moreover, 

copyright holders with large monopolies – like music - see the “for limited times” 
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component of the law as an artificial and arbitrary termination of potential revenue 

streams (Benkler 2001). Gillespie puts it best:  

“To justify copyright in this way may be circular in logic: It is only with 

copyright law in place that we have been able to design a cultural sphere premised 

on the assumption that work will circulate through the market and enjoy financial 

rewards, and that, by law, authors are owners” (p. 23). 

 Second, this provision implicitly acknowledges the need for access to other work 

during the creation process. In other words, the exclusive right for “limited times” 

recognizes that all works are built from previously created expressions and that this 

component was included to ensure a work be eventually released for the benefit of the 

collective society.  This argument is a cornerstone for copyleft – or anti-copyright - 

proponents, which equate a healthy democratic society with a continuous replenishment 

of the public domain (Boyle 2007, Litman 2005). Unfortunately, the continued extension 

of copyright durations & prohibition to access substantially weakens the law and most 

significantly threatens the democratic process.  Cory Doctorow puts it best when he said: 

"It's not just a brush war over culture, but which family will benefit from copy-friendly 

business models and whether the values of a free society will survive the 21st century" 

(Doctorow, 2010).  This effective annihilation of the “for limited times” component of 

the original Constitutional mandate has led many legal scholars to declare that copyright 

law no longer functions for the collective interests of society and has instead been 

reinterpreted to serve the needs of incumbent media firms (Caraway 2011).  
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 Specific to the music industry, U.S. copyright law fails to define musical works 

exclusively while explicitly demanding double protection for such works. It is generally 

understood that this category of the law includes instrumental works as well as works that 

combine music and lyrics (LaFrance 2008, p. 16). Musical works qualify for copyright 

when they are either written down or recorded, analog or digital (LaFrance 2008). These 

works benefit from two levels of copyright provisions – the musical work and the sound 

recording. When a musical work is first created, the musical composition is protected. 

When the work is captured or recorded in a tangible expression or “phonorecording” it 

receives yet another layer of protection against illegal copies. In 1992, Congress enacted 

the Audio Home Recording Act (AHRA) after being pressured by record companies who 

felt threatened by the increase in digital recording media (LaFrance 2008, p. 264). The 

Act ensured that noncommercial copying of musical recordings were protected while 

establishing a royalty for each digital audio recording device (LaFrance 2008 p. 264). In 

1998, the CTEA extended the duration of copyright protection to life of the author plus 

70 years. However, as most music recordings are made as works-for-hire, music is 

subject to a 95 years from first publication term. The temporary monopoly granted to 

authors in order to encourage creation now seems exceptionally long.   

Fair Use 
Another, and often contentious, limitation on the exclusive rights granted to copyright 

holders is the doctrine of fair use. This limitation allows for the use of works without 

acquiring the permission of the rights holder as long as it falls within the following four 

exceptions. Four guidelines enumerated in Section 107 outline for the courts whether 
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certain copyrighted materials may be used without the authorization of the copyright 

holder. These include:  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; 

 
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work; 

 
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 

work as a whole; and 
 

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 

work (17 U.S.C. § 107). 

It is also recognized as an affirmative defense in which the “defendant bears the burden 

of persuasion” (LaFrance 2008, p. 294). Fair use relieves copyrights’ exclusive rights 

only if and when the four factors are met. Its purpose is to stimulate creativity, enrich the 

general public and advance knowledge or the progress of the arts. Additionally, key 

considerations include transformative works, which will be discussed in the next section.  

Within the last decade, legislation like the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) 

1998, undermines fair use by establishing criminal penalties against technologies that 

circumvent technological protection measures, even when the uses would fall under fair 

use. In such cases, the law imposes liabilities on ordinary and citizens for noncommercial 

and non-infringing behaviors (Litman 2005). Like the limited times duration, the erosion 

of the fair use provision threatens the democratic process and perpetuates an oligopoly 

favoring industry leaders. 	  
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Transformative Works 
Drilling down on specifics of fair use, the following explores transformative 

works. This idea is particularly important, as it remains one of the first determinants in 

fair-use test cases. In Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music (510 U.S. 569 114 S. Ct. 1164; 127 

L. Ed. 2d 500), the Supreme Court defined “transformative” as “altering the original with 

new expression, meaning or message.” More importantly, Campbell determined that 

commercial parody use does not exempt it from fair use protection; however, its 

commercial gain should remain a component for analysis. Determining transformative 

works, however, remains fairly subjective and inconsistent within case law. Precedent has 

only been set in cases of parodies or in academic content analysis, which permits quoting 

portions of content for critique. The distinction of transformation becomes particularly 

challenging with respect to the music industry, which traditionally relies on building from 

previous songs to create new works.  In the following section, the paper explores the 

specific genre of hip-hop and the prevalent use of sampling.  Given its vast adoption and 

technical nature, I take a moment to examine whether sampling undermines copyright 

law and how it affects the hip-hop culture. The goal is to provide a brief example of the 

weaknesses in copyright law that will later be addressed in the paper.  

Both music ethnographic and sociology scholars recognize the act of borrowing 

and recycling music as a popular & standard practice in the genres of American Jazz, 

African American, and Caribbean music. Hip-hop finds its roots in the Caribbean making 

its way to the U.S. via the Bronx, New York (Vaidhyanathan 2001, p. 138). It is not 
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surprising then that much of the hip-hop genre continues to practice the art of remixing to 

create new expressions.  

Scholarly works have also widely recognized the hip-hop genre for its 

transformative use and remixing of previous works for commercial gain. Perhaps one of 

the better-known examples is the Grey Album released in 2004 by Jay-Z and Danger 

Mouse. The album took a multitude of unauthorized samples from The Beatles’s The 

White Album and combined it with a cappella versions of Jay Z’s The Black Album.  The 

album’s digital release, which was later dubbed Grey Tuesday, was intended to encourage 

remixing and mash-ups by the general public. While the album received notable attention 

for its innovative remixing and sampling approach, it became equally recognized for its 

legal battle with EMI, who owned The Beatles discography. Harvard professor of Internet 

Law, Jonathan Zittrain commented: 

"As a matter of pure legal doctrine, the Grey Tuesday protest is breaking the law, 

end of story. But copyright law was written with a particular form of industry in 

mind. The flourishing of information technology gives amateurs and home-

recording artists powerful tools to build and share interesting, transformative, and 

socially valuable art drawn from pieces of popular cultures. There's no place to 

plug such an important cultural sea change into the current legal regime,” 

(Rimmer, 2007 p. 134).  

This example exposes the inconsistent application of contemporary copyright law and its 

inadequacies in light of emerging technologies (Vaidhyanathan, 2001 p. 133). It raises 

fundamental questions such as: To what extent should the changes be noted as new 
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and/or transformative? Would the reuse of a sample at a different tempo or different pitch 

constitute a new expression of the same idea? If so, then is it protected under fair use?   

According to Vaidhyanathan, the guideline for digital sampling emerged after 

1991 when legal cases formulated licensing systems based on the use, length and type of 

sample (p. 140). He highlights, Grand Upright Music, Ltd. v. Warner Bros. Records, Inc 

(780 F.Supp. 182 (S.D.N.Y. 1991), as a key ruling in outlawing sampling for the music 

industry. It exposed how the “courts and the industry misapplied stale, blunt, ethnocentric 

and simplistic standards to fresh new methods of expression” (p.144).  The legal battles 

continue today with decisions like Bridgeport Music Inc. v. Dimension Films, (410 F.3d 

792 6th Cir. 2005) where the court decided that sampling three notes maybe considered to 

be copyright infringement. Now, most musicians acquire prior permission when using 

samples by “clearing” the sample and paying an up-front cost for its use. Unfortunately, 

this system denies access for independent or amateur artists from using samples due to 

high price points.  

Moreover, sampling is not just as an imitation of an original work but can also 

serve as a potential political act and/or an expression of appreciation or influence 

(Vaidhyanathan 2001, p. 137). Vaidhyanathan notes that it establishes a “discursive 

community” among music fans while democratizing American popular music (p. 138). It 

also gives a song another level of meaning and permits a two-way discussion between 

artist and the audience (Vaidhyanathan, 2001). The hip-hop culture’s appropriation of 

this technique reinforces these points and affirms the connection between musical 

expression and culture. To deny works created from sampling speaks to a larger societal 
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concern. I ask then: What are the repercussions for outlawing sampling on the formation 

and evolution of certain cultures? 

 Digital sampling in music is just one example of how new technologies complicate 

the fair use provision, specifically with transformative works. Vaidhyanathan also cites 

video game production, hardware design and graphical user interface (GUI) design. 

Similar to music and sampling, digital animation and web design faces the same legal 

questions. The result is a legal system overburdened by a flood of cases and statutes 

attempting to define specific instances of copyright infringement. Consider for a moment 

what a plethora of individualized copyright protections coupled with extended durations 

of copyright may mean for the advancement of society? Generally speaking, this 

approach constricts the flow of cultural goods & information; falling out of sync with 

social concepts of the digital age like the values found in sharing and collaboration  

(Shirky 2010).  

FOUR CRITIQUES OF COPYRIGHT LAW  
 Keeping the complexities of the limitations highlighted in the previous section in 

mind, I draw out four overarching critiques of the law. These critiques include: a 

complicated copyright system; the law’s limited application specifically in light of new 

technologies; a dependency on incentive driven authorship and a denial of democratic 

access to cultural production. Copyright law is, at the very least, an antiquated set of 

laws. While its purpose continues to be important in today’s society, the law fails keep 

pace with new technologies that have changed our understanding of economics and social 

behaviors. The remaining section delves into these critiques and sets up the introduction 
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to Creative Commons (CC) licenses.  

 As previously mentioned, copyright subsists “in original works of authorship fixed 

in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they 

can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated” (LaFrance 2008, p. 3). 

Section 102(a) of the 1976 Act sets forth the standard for determining whether a work is 

protected by copyright.  Specific works such as books, articles, letters, musicals, motion 

pictures and computer software are listed (LaFrance 2008, p. 4). The list is illustrative 

and not comprehensive. However, any work that satisfies the general definition is 

considered copyrighteable even if it is not implicitly listed. LaFrance (2008) notes that 

this serves two purposes: 1) by including a particular type of work on the list, Congress 

eliminated any ambiguity about which works are eligible 2) by creating subject matter 

categories, Congress can then assign different levels of copyright protection to different 

types of subject matter (p. 15). 

 Drawing from critiques by Lessig (2004, 2007 & 2008); James Boyle (2008) and 

Melanie Dulong de Rosnay (2010), the following presents major tensions in copyright 

law. The first - a complicated legal system - questions the copyright process and structure 

of the law. Obtaining, searching and acquiring the copyright for certain works is often 

considered a deterrents for its proper use by the average user.  Currently, the process 

requires proper registration of copyright with the Library of Congress. This can be done 

via regular mail or online. The registration fee is $40 per copyrighted work. For music, 

this almost always means double the payment as the composition assumes its own 

copyright from the recorded version. Traditionally, this process of registering and 
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managing music copyrights fell to either the record label and/or the publishing house. 

The registration process, while important, presents the lowest barrier to use. Instead, the 

search for who owns a copyright and how to acquire permission for use complicates the 

legal system. As I will address in the next chapter, CC licenses aim to minimize this by 

providing a simple legal & technical framework that easily tracks digital works.  

 Moreover, it can be argued that the law’s structure complicates its interpretation by 

the court, the general public and the authors it serves to protect. For example, the law’s 

regulation over musical works exposes the ambiguity and complexity of its structure. The 

double-layered copyright protection afforded to musical expressions places the law 

beyond comprehensible reach of the general public. Thus, artists must seek the services 

of a lawyer. This adds to the number of people involved in the decision-making process 

and increases the total cost of issuing a copyright on a particular work. 

For example, Joni Mitchell wrote and performed, Big Yellow Taxi in 1970. She is 

therefore the original author of the musical work, and she either owns the copyright or 

has assigned it to a music publisher. She recorded and released a version of it on her 

album “Ladies of the Canon” in the same year. She or the record company may also own 

the copyright for this recording. In 2002, the Counting Crows released a remake or 

“cover” of Mitchell’s “Big Yellow Taxi”. The band’s version enjoys its own separate 

copyright and expiration date from Mitchell’s version. With this remake, the song now 

has four different copyright holders. If it were to be remade again, the musician may use 

the master recording or the Counting Crows version as long as permission is obtained 

from the proper copyright holder. This understanding of the law is often overlooked or 
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managed by a legal or publishing team, which once again leads to additional costs for the 

musician.  

My second critique points to the music industry’s historical struggle to acclimate 

to new technologies that have disrupted traditional modes of production and 

consumption. For example, peer-to-peer networks that enabled file sharing of MP3s 

drove demand up for music while lowering the physical capital once necessary to 

produce such goods. Yochai Benkler (2006) noted that:  

“music, like all information, is a non-rival public good whose marginal cost, once 

produced, is zero. The only actual cost involved at the time of transmission is the 

storage capacity, communications capacity and processing capacity necessary to 

store, catalog, search, retrieve and transfer the information necessary to replicate 

the files from where copies reside to where more copies are desired” (p. 85). 

Industry reacted by calling for stricter copyright provisions in order to preserve its 

familiar mode of business. James Boyle (2008) best explains the effect of a decrease in 

the reliance of record labels and record studios by musicians and performers when he 

notes that the strength of IP rights, such as copyright, must vary inversely with the cost of 

copying (p. 60). Therefore, the higher the cost to copy the weaker the IP rights. Inversely, 

distribution and copying costs are all quickly approaching zero; therefore, industry has 

incentive to assert perfect control over IP rights. 

The third critique of copyright law - a dependency on incentive driven authorship 

as a means for strengthening copyright - brings to light one of the more complicated and 

hotly debated criticisms of the law. Boyle (1996) recounts how the ideology of authorship 
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or the “romantic author” and its relation to the digital world magnifies a new political 

economy centered on the idea of entitlement (p. xiii). This sense of entitlement, as Boyle 

points to, evolved from the idea of personal inspiration, which distinguishes certain 

works from others and presumes original genius (ibid, p. 54).  At the center of these 

arguments is the idea versus expression dichotomy mentioned earlier. Scholarly works 

point to an over emphasis of the weight of “original work” and the resulting assumption 

that derivative and transformative works are in violation of copyright. This perspective 

excludes the reuse and remix of expressions as lawful modes of production. Instead, it 

stifles innovation and completely contradicts the original intent of the law. As 

Kretschmer & Pratt so aptly highlight, copyright law which serves as the framework of 

modern proprietary authorship, “is fallacious as we can no longer separate authorship 

from the market relationships of production, distribution and consumption constituted by 

copyright law” (p. 170). In other words, our understanding of copyright cannot be easily 

disconnected from economic realities.  

The final critique of copyright is the denial of democratic processes to cultural 

production. Benkler (2006) notes that the individual cannot exist outside of culture; and it 

is through its products that we construct our views of life across a wide range of domains. 

Thus, as we shift from an industrial driven culture of production to one of a networked 

information culture, our understanding of cultural freedoms change. This new shift 

towards a decentralized structure offers individuals greater opportunity to contribute 

directly to the culture they occupy. Recent literature reveals a conflicted relationship 

between cultural production and newly networked information economies. “The 
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copyright industries have on many dimensions persuaded both Congress and courts that 

individual, non market creativity using the cultural outputs of the industrial information 

economy is to be prohibited” (Benkler 2006, pg. 278).  

This argument is especially exploited in discussions regarding the “enclosure of 

the commons”; the physical and digital collection of public information (Lessig 2007; 

Boyle 2008; Gillespie 2007). By this definition, it can be reasoned then that the commons 

represents what’s available for creation of our culture. Legal scholars note that the 

information commons differs and benefits from a continuous replenishment of ideas & 

creative materials. Abuse of copyright law increases the enclosure of the commons and 

denies an individual’s right to contribute to his or her own culture. Most importantly, as 

Lessig notes in Free Culture (2004), the expansion of copyright protection to cover more 

subject matter (such as data), for a longer period of time and under additional rights, 

reduces the volume of works that are freely available to build upon by the public. The 

result is an anemic information commons and a weakened field of cultural creativity.      

To summarize, copyright law attempts to balance both economic and social 

concerns by establishing certain exclusive rights and limitations. These include: the “for 

limited times” clause, the fair use provisions and transformative work. The law 

accomplished this balancing act to a certain extent and for a considerable amount of time. 

It was successful in staving off concerns regarding original genius or the romantic author 

while preserving the democratic access essential for cultural production. However, as 

new technologies emerged and digital production captivated our society, limitations of 

the law were quickly exposed. Also, industry pressure to prioritize monetary incentives 
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drew criticism for the law’s biased, archaic and inflexible nature. As a result, unsatisfied 

creatives came together to challenge the law and to seek alternative methods to copyright 

protection. In the next section, I briefly introduce the creation of Creative Commons (CC) 

& its licenses. 

IS CREATIVE COMMONS (CC) THE SOLUTION? 
 As the previous section presents, established copyright law fails to promote creative 

works in this digital age. Instead, we find too much un-balanced protection of economic 

values set by incumbent media industries. The current law favors these monopolies at the 

expense of society, which relies on access to previous creative works to create new ones. 

As a result of this shift to protective regimes, opposition – dubbed the copyleft – 

emerged. This section explores briefly the rise of copyright criticisms, its relationship to 

the open source software movement and the resulting formation of Creative Commons 

(CC). 

  The 1980s saw a surge in the development of collaborative technologies in the 

software industry. Richard Stallman, a computer programmer on the UNIX team, played 

a key role in developing the Free Software Foundation (Vaidhyanathan 2001, p. 155). A 

reactive stance to the protected and non-user-friendly development of UNIX, Stallman 

wrote the “GNU Manifesto” which later became the standards of the “open source” 

movement (Vaidhyanathan 2001). Most importantly, Stallman created the “copyleft” 

license that required that anyone who copies or alters Free Software “to release publicly 

all changes and improvements” (p. 156). Such a license ensured the same collaborative 

and open approach for each user (Vaidhyanathan 2001, p. 157).  
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 Influenced by the works of Stallman and the open source movement, Creative 

Commons (CC) emerged to provide a licensing structure for creators of artistic works. 

The proliferation of digitized cultural commodities served as a catalyst for the 

development of CC licenses. CC licenses, as the organization claims, empower authors to 

determine the degree of protection for their expression. Instead of the default, exclusive 

nature of copyright law, these licenses present a range of protections for any digital form. 

Given the relatively recent introduction of these licenses, there is only a small body of 

literature that describes whether the critiques above align with reasons given by 

musicians to adopt or not adopt the licenses. Preliminary research about CC licenses 

about “why” CC licenses are adopted suggests users are driven by logical conviction and 

shared ideologies (Cheliotis 2007, p. 14).  Cheliotis (2007) notes that even if most people 

do not adopt CC licenses, the fact that they are popular with some users warrntes their 

study by anyone interested in how authors value the rights that copyright law seeks to 

protect (p. 14). Chapter two takes-up Cheliotis’s challenge and attempts examine the 

range of reasons why users adopt or do not adopt CC licenses.  

METHODOLOGY 
 As mentioned previously, there are numerous quantitative and empirical data sets 

describing the adoption rates of CC licenses. However, little is known about why people 

chose to do so. Therefore, I conducted qualitative interviews in order to better understand 

the reasons why musicians might do so. Musicians have historically struggled to keep 

control over their work from publishers, distributors, promoters etc. This study includes 

the perspective five musicians. I featured musicians who currently use CC licenses and 
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who may have attended CC informational meetings. Unfortunately, due to a lack of 

resources, this research falls short of including a musician who attended a CC-focused 

advocacy meeting. Instead, musicians were contacted via a recommendation from a CC 

advocate and/or through a database search of Jamendo, an online CC-music distributor. 

Most interviews and follow-ups were conducted in-person  

 I employed qualitative interviewing methodology, which allowed me to find out 

what participants were feeling and thinking about their worlds. As my initial research 

question looks to understand choices to adopt or not adopt CC licenses, qualitative 

interviewing was the appropriate methodology. This method allows one to better 

understand reasoning and can aid in reconstructing events or moments of decisionmaking 

(Rubin & Rubin 1995). It builds on conversations and results in an in-depth sharing of 

information between researcher and interviewee. 

 Topics and themes addressed during the interview centered around the musicians’ 

understanding of CC licenses, exposure to CC licenses and advocacy materials, current 

use of CC licenses, and level of engagement within the music production & distribution 

process. First, each was asked to comment on their level of engagement and 

understanding of the music industry. As the following chapters explore, the music 

ecosystem is composed of a multitude of actors. These questions gauge a musician’s role 

within the ecosystem and determine the degree of influence he or she may have over 

licensing decisions. The main research question for this section is: What is the 

understanding and level of engagement in the music industry/process of musicians who 

have attended a CC information session? 
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 Second, musicians were asked questions related directly to their knowledge and 

use of CC licenses. The overarching research question asks: What is the level of musician 

awareness to the structure of CC licenses? This is evaluated by two separate approaches: 

questions that directly pertain to CC licenses and questions that relate to copyright law. 

Sample questions from this part of the interview include (but are not limited to): How did 

you learn about CC licenses?; How would you describe what a CC license is? ; What do 

you think of CC licenses? and What benefits do you expect from CC licenses? The 

questions also ask musicians to identify which licenses he or she uses for their own work; 

and, why they chose to use that particular license.  

  The third and final set of questions asked interviewees about their experience 

with CC advocates. I attempt to answer: What has the musician learned from the CC 

advocacy materials from this information session? Musicians are questioned about their 

discovery process and whether they he or she attended a CC advocacy meeting. If so, 

were they influenced by the CC advocates? At the end, musicians were asked to provide 

an overall assessment of the music industry and to provide their insight on the future of 

music. These answers will be featured in chapter five.  

 After completing a handful of interviews, it became clear that while musicians play 

an integral - often decision-making role – licensing decisions are often the result of 

collaborative discussions amongst others within the music industry, like producers, 

records labels etc. Therefore, I found it necessary to expand the pool of interviewees to 

include additional actors when implicated by a musician. Ultimately, I spoke with 

Creative Commons advocates, musicians and CC advocates. The goal is to capture each 
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player’s viewpoint on CC licenses and to understand their role in the adoption decisions  

 Moreover, as these interviews are conducted as informal conversations, the 

information retrieved can be unpredictable. This may be of concern for certain studies, 

however, for the purpose of contributing new information to the discussion about CC 

licenses, the open-endedness was invaluable. Its semi-structured approach may bring 

about unsolicited insight critical in understanding a musician’s valuation of copyright 

protection. In addition, I included observations from attending CC advocacy meetings 

and culled through online content provided on CC proper’s website. As the study looks at 

education efforts of CC advocates, I found it necessary to include this information. After 

capturing a range of perspectives through recorded interviews, I then transcribed and 

coded the interviews based on the key themes mentioned earlier.  Finally, the research 

concludes with an analysis of the interviews. My analysis looked for themes in current 

copyright critiques and strengths of CC licenses in preserving democratic freedoms & 

creative production. 

 CC licenses are arguably one of the fastest growing and most well recognized 

supplements to copyright law. The following chapter explores Cheliotis’s thesis that 

shared ideologies drive adoption of CC licenses. Moreover, chapter two introduces CC’s 

active network of advocates and assesses the success of these groups in influencing the 

adoption of CC licenses.  The chapter will also explore the strength and weaknesses of 

the licenses and the music industry’s perspective of the licenses.  
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Chapter 2: Creative Commons: Past and Present 

 
“For the past ten years sales of recorded music have declined so steeply as to become a 

cautionary tale about the disruptive power of the Internet”  
- “What's Working in Music: Having A Ball” The Economist, October 2010 

 

 This chapter revisits the question: Why were CC licenses created? The chapter 

presents how the struggles of the music industry serve as an example of the paradoxical 

nature of copyright law, which attempts to promote innovation & creativity for the good 

of culture through restrictive & outmoded intellectual property concepts. As a result, 

Creative Commons (CC) emerged to combat legislation industry promoted and to provide 

users with an alternative option for protecting their work. Moreover, the chapter poses the 

question: Are CC licenses a viable alternative to copyright law? To address this, the 

chapter closely analyzes the infrastructure of CC licenses and introduces critiques of the 

licenses. By doing so, we can then begin to grasp the complexity of CC licenses and to 

shape our understanding of the considerations for or against its adoption by musicians.  

WHY CREATE CREATIVE COMMONS? 
  Chapter one introduced four critiques of copyright law, which point to limitations 

in its structure and application in light of new technologies. To reiterate, these critiques 

are:  a complicated copyright system; the law’s limited application specifically in light of 

new technologies; a dependency on incentive driven authorship and a denial of 

democratic access to cultural production. I suggest that CC licenses are a legal attempt to 
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resolve these tensions. The following explores the historical development of Creative 

Commons and its licenses. 

Historically, the “music industry” as defined by Wikstrom (2008) is comprised of  

“those companies concerned with the development of musical content and personalities 

which can be communicated across multiple media” (p. 49). Generally speaking, the 

industry consisted of multiple players tasked with various responsibilities like distribution 

or promotion of a musical work. The traditional structure of the business, which will be 

discussed in-depth later, flourished at a time when the costs of production and 

distribution were too high for average users. In, the late 1990s and the early 2000s, the 

music industry came to a critical juncture as it fought to keep revenue streams flowing. 

The introduction of the Internet had disrupted the industry’s closed system shifting the 

production process into the hands of the general public. More importantly, these new 

technologies simplified the copying process. This shift marked the substantial lowering of 

cost barriers which once the industry’s biggest advantage.  

By 1998, the industry implemented a strategy executed in a series of laws 

designed to prohibit & punish the circumvention of technological protection and to 

strengthen the criminal penalties for copyright infringement (Lessig, 2008, p. 39). 

Additionally, landmark U.S. Supreme Court cases such as MGM Studios, Inc. v. 

Grokster, Ltd. 545 U.S. 913 (2005) concluded that peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing 

companies could be sued (“For the Common Good” 2005) for copyright infringement. By 

2008, the Record Industry Association of America (RIAA), an organization that 

represents the recording industry distributors in the United States, filed approximately 
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30,000 lawsuits targeting alleged copyright violators. This included the elderly, students, 

families and even the dead (Kravets 2008, p. 1). Lessig wrote, “the ‘natural’ constraints 

of the analog world were abolished by the birth of digital technology. What before was 

both impossible and illegal is now just illegal” (Lessig, 2008, p. 38).  

 As profits continued to bottom-out, the music industry turned to Congress for 

help. For example, a series of congressional enactments, such as the Sony Bono 

Copyright Term Extension Act (CTEA) of 1998, changed dramatically the current 

“limited term” to allow for 95 years of total copyright protection (ibid p. 116). Legal 

scholars note this as a critical decision that greatly altered the digital production of 

cultural goods. This plea by industry for government support continues even today. In a 

Senate Judiciary Committee hearing held in June 2010, Barry M. Meyer, Chairman and 

CEO of Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. and Caroline Bienstock, President and CEO of 

Carlin America (owner of one of the largest music catalogs in the nation), both testified 

in favor for strengthening enforcement laws around intellectual property; claiming, that 

help from the government is key in defending creative IP rights (“The Miseducation of 

IP” Gloria, 2010).  The 61-page strategy proposed provisions to minimize counterfeiting 

and in effect called for stronger copyright regulation. The concerns expressed by these 

copyright holders reflect a hesitation in shifting business models to adopt to new 

technologies when existing models remain profitable (Paltry 2010, p 3). For the music 

industry, the decision to continue operating on the sales & distribution of hard copied 

goods neglected the Internet (digital) business model (Paltry 2010, p. 11). Instead of 

evolving its business, the entertainment industry made the law its crutch. 
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 The mixture of stricter copyright laws, a flailing music business model and the 

introduction of digital consumer available technologies, presented a perfect recipe for a 

different option. Creative Commons (CC), the brain-child of Lawrence Lessig, Hal 

Abelson and Eric Eldred, surfaced as an organization aimed to facilitate and advocate the 

release of creative works under different copyright models. Positioned as a response to 

restrictive intellectual property regimes, CC promotes licenses that offer copyright 

holders a way to mark their creative work and to enable additional authorial control by 

private agreement (Boyle 2008, p. 183).  These private agreements are applied on top of 

the law as “a form of exploitation of rights emerging from copyright” (de Rosnay, 2010 

p. 7).  

Created in 2001, “(CC) provides free licenses and other legal tools to mark 

creative work with the freedom the creator wants it to carry, so others can share, remix, 

use commercially, or any combination thereof” (“Creative Commons”, 2001). The CC 

site states that these licenses “are not an alternative to copyright. They work alongside 

copyright” (“Creative Commons”, 2001). In other words, the organization’s offerings 

rely on access to and use of preexisting works; an ideology shaped by its predecessor the 

open source software movement. It is a principle based on the idea that copyright should 

be exercised in a way that promotes sharing and reuse; not proprietary use (”Creative 

Commons”, 2001).  “Creative Commons tries to teach culture that it can live successfully 

by sharing. It is an attempt to build working models of cultural production and 

distribution which doesn't require ownership,” noted Eben Moglen, professor of law and 
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history of law at Columbia University, and chairman of the Software Freedom Law 

Center (McMahon 2006). 

Two-years after the formation of CC, 15 artists appeared on a compilation CD 

produced solely by the organization. Brian Braiker (2004) covered its release for 

Newsweek in an article entitled “Take My Music...Please”. He wrote,  

“The compilation, due out at month's end, is both a legal experiment and the 

opening salvo in a war against the music industry's zero-tolerance policy on file 

sharing. And if the folks behind it have it their way, both the artists and their fans 

will come out winners” (p.1).   

The CD featured a range of CC licenses, which included permission for “noncommercial 

sharing” to “commercial sharing restricted to advertising” uses of the songs. Artists 

featured on the CD, which included Britt Daniel of Spoon, noted that the opportunity 

appealed to him because of its creative potential. Daniel is quoted in the article as stating 

that, “eventually the reins that record labels currently hold will be cut...that artists should 

own their own recordings” (Braiker 2004, p. 1). Braiker’s piece also noted RIAA’s 

indifferent attitude towards the licenses. As noted in the article, the RIAA commented 

that it “can’t see anything wrong with CC in theory”. Instead, the RIAA was more 

concerned by the instance of when an artist’s right to copy is deprived by someone else 

who makes that choice for them and gives it away for free (p. 2).  

 Two years later, rock icon, Pearl Jam, released its first music video since 1998 via 

the Internet. The video came with a CC license that permitted and encouraged fans to 

share the video freely. The decision was made in conjunction with Pearl Jam’s record 
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label, J Records and was the first major label to use a CC license. Additional artists, such 

as Nine Inch Nails (NIN), soon followed releasing tracks under CC licenses. Weeks after 

its release, album sales for NIN’s The Slip album were listed on the top of Amazon’s Top 

MP3 List (Buskirk 2008, p. 1). However, not everyone in the music industry supports CC 

licenses.  

 Some criticize it for being idealistic and too restrictive.  In an op-ed article written 

by David Ferguson (2005), chairman of the British Academy of Songwriters and 

Composers noted,  

“Professor Lessig has not done enough research. His licenses have some sort of 

value in the world of Academia, where a creator's sole aim is to distribute his idea 

as widely as possible without any money changing hands. For the world of music 

they are a pointless and damaging distraction which undermine the concept of 

copyright and create huge difficulties for music writers now and in the future” (p. 

1).  

Ferguson’s argument hinges on what many writers and critics point to as a “locked-in” 

agreement with CC licenses. Once a musician chooses to adopt a CC license, it is 

nonrevokable. This is especially important to the music industry, as revenue is not 

exclusively tied to just the physical recording. The law also recognizes ancillary revenue 

streams, such as live performances and composition. Critics of CC licenses argue that 

offering these licenses to artists can be dangerous without encouraging them to get legal 

advice or explaining potential risks, like its nonrevokable nature (Butler 2005, p. 3). 
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“The work of academics like Laurence Lessig and the so-called Creative 

Commons movement falls into this category. It is also inevitable that some of our 

own will flirt with ideas like this. I say do not be tempted down that path. The 

advent of new distribution mechanisms does not provide an argument against 

copyright - it proves even more the need for a strong copyright regime”, said Roz 

Groome, general counsel for the British Phonographic Industry (“Music Week” 

2005, p. 12).  

For unlike books and or software, which generate revenue from derived works; music, 

also generates revenues through performance and synchronization licenses as well 

(“Music Week” 2005). The music industry’s biggest concern has been not the 

maintenance of an innovative or creative culture, but the sustainability of a business 

model. CC licenses arguably forgo maximum economic gain for the progression of 

society. Even today, critics point to missed revenue streams to emphasize the loss 

suffered by the music industry and to disparage CC licenses as an inferior option for 

musicians in comparison to other artistic genres.  

CREATIVE COMMONS: THE ORGANIZATION  
Mentioned above, Creative Commons surfaced in 2000-20001. Since its 

inception, the organization has grown substantially to become an international presence 

with offices all around the world. For this study, I interviewed Eric Steuer, Creative 

Director for Creative Commons who has been with the organization since 2005. A former 

journalist for Wired and Billboard magazine, Steuer characterizes CC as, “not only a 

legal framework but also sort of a movement that a lot of artists were attaching 
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themselves to and a way to articulate a way that they wanted to differentiate themselves 

from the old way of doing things.” Referring to the restrictive practices of the music 

industry described in the previous section, Steuer continued: 

“Creative Commons to them was not only a set of legal tools to do the kinds of 

things they wanted to do, but it was also a way to articulate publicly that, ‘I'm part 

of this new movement of creators that believes that there are new ways of doing 

things’, not only to distribute and get the word out about who you are and what 

you're doing; but, also to make money off of giving away things for free.”  

Steuer’s observation underscores the cultural climate of the time, which faced significant 

challenges and pushback from creators and fans. He also mentioned in the interview that 

many musicians struggled to find ways to be successful without disrupting established 

business models.  

 Fast-forward almost a decade later. When asked to define the organization’s 

current mission, he noted, “our mission is to make sharing knowledge and culture easy 

and legal.” This applies to all types of content from data to video to music he added. 

Again, the licenses serve as a complimentary layer on top of copyright law; not an 

alternative to copyright. Instead, CC licenses ensure that anyone has the opportunity to 

share their work in a way he or she prefers to share. As Steuer said, “Creative Commons 

for many many creators has removed a major part of the process of making work 

available.” By providing this framework, CC proper presented the opportunity to re-inject 

and collaboratively build a universal commons. The mission remains largely the same 
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from Steuer’s original definition. However, it certainly has shifted by removing language 

related to potential revenue and social movements.  

 Steur reiterated these points by clarifying that CC is “a non-activist organization”. 

Instead, the group provides and works agnostically with tools, governments and 

organizations in order to appeal to as many groups as possible. “We're not an advocacy 

organization. We want everyone who can use them (CC licenses) and can find usefulness 

in them to use them. We want to be able to help as many people as we possibly can use 

them in the right way to put work out in such a way that it makes it available for 

everyone in the world to use and share,” he said. He notes this shift from its more activist 

history as a necessary evolution as the organization now works with a variety of 

governments, universities and media businesses.  

CREATIVE COMMONS: FORMATS AND STRUCTURE  
 At the most basic level, Creative Commons provides  “standard licenses and other 

tools for authors to mark their works with the degree of freedom they wish to grant to the 

public, free of charge” (”Licenses”, n.d.).  As a legal tool, the licenses expand and “work 

alongside” current copyright law (“Creative Commons”, 2001). In this section, I present 

the structure of these licenses and supplemental tools. I also point to the advantages and 

drawbacks of the licenses focusing on its standardization and multiplicity. Drawing 

primarily from the exhaustive deconstruction of the licenses by Melanie Dulong de 

Rosnay (2010), I include this section to illustrate the complexity of the system and to 

draw out potential considerations by users for its adoption or non-adoption.  
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HOW IT ALL WORKS 
 As mentioned in chapter one, the legal system of copyright is complicated. 

Specifically, the system makes it difficult to find and track certain copyright holders.  

The CC system is unique in that it responds to this complicated system by presenting 

several complementary tactics such as: machine-readable code, a license generator and 

advocacy materials (de Rosnay 2010). Unlike tailored copyright licenses written by 

lawyers for specific and unique needs, Creative Commons provides six “ready-to-use” 

texts aimed at satisfying a wide range of needs with as limited options as possible (de 

Rosnay 2010, p. 9). Each of the six combinations are presented in three different formats: 

the Commons Deed (human-readable code), the Legal Code (lawyer-readable code); and 

the metadata (machine readable code) (“FAQ” Creative Commons, 2001).  

The Commons Deed refers to the summary of a license and its core clauses. It is 

available in 50 languages from Chinese, Spanish to French. The summary presents the 

key terms of the license, but itself has no legal value. The disclaimer reads: “The 

Commons Deed is not a license. It is simply a hand reference for understanding the Legal 

Code (the full license) - it is a human-readable expression of the key terms” (ibid).  

Contents from the Deed also do not appear in the actual license. The Legal Code is the 

only portion that holds any legal value.  

The metadata or the machine-readable code constructs the license in a digital 

format. The code can then be embedded into the HTML code an “allows search engines 

to index the work so that users may find works they can reuse” (de Rosnay 2010, p. 17). 

It also generates a variation of the following sentence: “This work is licensed under a 
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Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License”, which supports the remix culture 

by locating works which can be copied or incorporated in large works (de Rosnay 2010).  

These features simplify the copyright registration and tracking process addressing one 

critique of copyright.  

THE MAIN CLAUSES 
 The next structural element of the licenses is the main clause. According to de 

Rosnay’s (2010) recent paper, the main clauses of each license are buried deep within the 

Legal Deed. The main clauses help identify precisely which rights are granted by whom 

on which subject matter. The eight clauses include: definitions; fair dealing rights; license 

grant; restrictions; representations, warranties & disclaimers; termination and 

miscellaneous. The following section explores the Definitions section, which sets 

parameters on how to properly interpret the language used throughout a license. It is 

under this clause that we find an example of how CC licenses attempt to resolve the 

critiques of copyright law. In this case, the law’s dependency on incentive driven 

authorship. 

 The license begins with a Definitions section covering the subject-matter included 

(Work, Adaptation, Collection) and the rights (Reproduce, Distribute, Publicly Perform) 

and parties involved (Licensor, Original, Author, You). The structure of the licenses is 

governed by definitions agreed upon at the Berne Convention of 1866 (revised 1948). CC 

defines an Original Author as:  

“In the case of a literary or artistic work, the individual, individuals, entity or entities 

who created the Work or if no individual or entity can be identified, the publisher; 
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and in addition (i) in the case of a performance the actors, singers, musicians, dancers, 

and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret or otherwise 

perform literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore; (ii) in the case of a 

phonogram the producer being the person or legal entity who first fixes the sounds of 

a performance or other sounds; and, (iii) in the case of broadcasts, the organization 

that transmits the broadcast” (“Legal Code” 2010) 

CC’s definition, like copyright law, is broad in scope. However, this definition differs for 

CC explicitly identifies output categories of expression to include: literary/artistic works, 

performance, a phonogram and a transmitted broadcast. Section 102(a) of the copyright 

statute specifies a list of eight categories to CC’s four. This list, however, serves as a 

illustrative rather than an exhaustive guideline for Congress to follow (LaFrance 2008, p. 

8). Furthermore, CC licenses clearly separate the Licensor from the Author. The Licensor 

is the “actual right-holder at the time the license is being issued, while the Original 

Author must actually intend to designate the original right-holders” (ibid p. 40). 

Disputably still vague, CC at least attempts to draw boundaries. But, are these definitions 

helpful? Do users understand the difference? It is the goal of this piece to begin exploring 

answers to these questions.  

THE FOUR CORE LICENSE ELEMENTS 
The final structural note pertains to the most recognized and user facing element 

of the licenses. The licenses are offered to the public in different formats and flexible 

provisions that can be combined around core clauses. The most recent release, version 3.0 

unported licenses which are based on international conventions definitions, can be 
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translated and localized to improve compatibility with local languages & national 

legislations after a legal adaptation (ibid, p. 7). Under this version, the six licenses 

available are:  

• Attribution (BY) 

• Attribution – Share Alike (BY SA) 

• Attribution – No Derivative Works (BY ND) 

• Attribution – Non Commercial, No Derivative Works (BY NC ND) 

• Attribution – Non Commercial (BY NC) 

• Attribution – Non Commercial, Share Alike (BY NC SA) 

The six licenses are based on a combination of the following four core license elements.  

Beginning with Attribution (BY), this option permits users to share and remix a 

work on the condition that an attribution is made in the manner specified by the author or 

licensor (“Attribution 3.0 Unported” 2010). One can wave these conditions if the user 

obtains permission from the copyright holder or if the work or any of its elements falls 

into the public domain under applicable law. It is considered the most liberal license and 

is used by Open Access and Open Education Resource communities. “This element 

answers a general concern of all creative communities: they agree to share their work, but 

only if they receive proper acknowledgement” (de Rosnay 2010, p. 22).  

 Second, the Share-Alike (SA) option is approved for  “free cultural works” and 

encourages users to copy, distribute, transmit and remix a work. An attribution must be 

included to the original author or licensor, and any resulting alternation or transformation 

of the work must be shared under the same or similar license (“Attribution-ShareAlike 
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2.5 Generic” 2010). Moreover, the derivative may be licensed under an international 

license with the same optional elements or a license, which will be recognized as 

compatible (de Rosnay 2010, p. 61).  

 Third, Non-Commercial (NC) option permits users to share and adapt works with 

the appropriate attribution. This license prevents commercial use of the work by a user 

(“Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 Generic” 2010). It insists that a person may not 

receive any monetary benefits from the use of a work. Critics of this provision declare 

that it prevents the freedoms outlined by the copyleft & Open Source Software 

communities and may even be counter-productive as the provision exacerbates incentive 

driven authorship (Chen 2005; de Rosnay 2010).  Furthermore, copyright legislation does 

not clearly define parameters of non-commercial use (de Rosnay 2010, p. 26). Therefore, 

as the line between commercial and non-commercial works continues to blur, applying 

this license appropriately becomes more and more difficult.   

 No Derivatives (ND), the fourth license element, allows users to copy, distribute 

and transmit work. Most importantly, a user may “not alter, transform, or build upon this 

work” (“Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported” 2010). However, it does not prevent 

“aggregation in a collection, changes of formats or modification which are authorized by 

jurisdictions’ exceptions and limitations, such as parody or a fair use factor” (p. 28). To 

clarify, this means that while ND licenses prohibit alteration and transformation of a 

work, traditional fair use exceptions are observed. This license element also requires a 

user to clearly demarcate changes from the original work (de Rosnay 2010, p. 38). 

However, critics of this particular option say that it discourages creativity and re-
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appropriation because it fails to support instances that may actually benefit from 

transformations (de Rosnay 2010, p. 38). de Rosnay provides the examples of a 

translation of a scientific article or an accompanying illustration to a musical work (de 

Rosnay 2010, p. 38). Instead, she recommends a user consider the Attribution Non-

Commercial Share Alike (BY-NC-SA) license combination, which satisfies those who 

support sharing and remix; but who are less interested in other’s making a profit from the 

original work (p. 29).  

Author de Rosnay (2010) also presents a fourth format, the “Notice Button” as the 

first “instantiation of the licenses visible to the public” (p. 14). It is the only format of the 

four to be directly visible to the end-user. It is usually located at the bottom of a webpage. 

After determining the appropriate license, the public is then required to keep the notice of 

the license intact when shared, modified or further distributed. Given the different license 

elements and the complexities of each one, I ask: How many, if any, users really 

understand the structure of CC licenses and the functions of each format?  Do these 

different formats provide the right kind of information to help understand CC licenses? 

Or do these formats complicate the process of registering and publishing a CC license? 

ADDITIONAL TOOLS 
 Beyond the four core elements, CC has also developed tools and licenses that 

address specific contexts: Sampling suite, the Developing Nations license, the Founders 

Copyright, the Public Domain Dedication, CC0 and CC+. The following section briefly 

reviews and provides a description of each tool.  
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 First, the Sampling Licenses “lets artists and authors invite other people to use 

part of their work and make it new” (“Sampling”, 2001).  All three Sampling licenses 

prohibit the reuse for promotional uses “except for advertisement and promotion” of the 

new work. However, as introduced in chapter one, digital sampling within the hip-hop 

culture may serve an alternative purpose beyond monetary/promotional use. For some, 

sampling is a means for shaping political discourse and community engagement. Under 

this set of licenses, those works would be protected without having to determine fair use. 

Instead, if the original author releases a work under this license, the public may freely use 

the intended work. This license signals proactive support for the replenishment of the 

public domain.  

The second, a Developing Nations 2.0 license, authorizes commercial use and the 

making of derivatives in developing nations. This particular license serves areas that 

struggle in creating original works due to strong international pressures and sanctions. 

Additionally, the license carries an underlying sentiment related to the concerns of 

globalization on developing countries. Advocates justify its use as at one time the U.S. 

was once itself a developing nation. It too borrowed and commercialized works from then 

powerful countries such as Europe. Therefore, this license affords the same opportunity 

for countries that consume U.S. cultural production but are building their own cultural 

industries.  

 The following public domain tools, Founders Copyright, Public Domain 

Certification and CC0 differ from the core suite of licenses as they require explicit 

consent from the prospective licensor (de Rosnay 2010, p. 30). The Founders Copyright 
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allows a licensor to release a work back into the Public Domain 14 years after its creation 

(or the original duration of copyright settled in 1790). The Public Domain Certification is 

used to certify a work that is already in the public domain. Lastly, the CC0 (CC “Zero”) 

is a “waiver of copyright, neighboring and related rights, and sui generis rights” (ibid, p. 

31). It facilitates “access to and reuse of works by placing them as nearly as possible into 

the public domain before applicable copyright terms expires” (p. 30).  

CRITIQUES OF CC LICENSES 
 Again, I call upon de Rosnay’s (2010) work in examining potential weaknesses of 

CC licenses.  She describes it best when she wrote, “despite a user-friendly interface, this 

diversity of terms may have a chilling effect on the reuse of CC licensed work” (p.1). 

While the initial goal of the system is to provide simple tools, legal support and to foster 

the public domain through sharing, reuse, access and creativity, its multiplicity and high 

transaction & information costs make it risky. Specifically, as de Rosnay argues, while 

the licenses are free, ancillary costs as result of misapplication of the licenses or 

verification of the licenses make it a liability (p. 60). She further explores its 

incompatibilities on several levels: legally (via contract law), internally (the structure) 

and internationally. For the remainder of this section, I will focus on the legal and 

internal incompatibilities. 

 In the following paragraphs, I look specifically at conflicting license 

combinations. Again, de Rosnay notes, “paradoxically, all the licenses do not support the 

remix culture based on combination, collage and reuse” (ibid, p. 60). She cites the non-

derivative license element which discourages adaptation of works.  She notes that the 
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impact of a multitude of these licenses can lead to a “sterile pool of works” that cannot be 

recombined without acquiring additional permission defeating the original intent of the 

licenses (de Rosnay 2010, p. 60). While her critique brings to light one potential 

limitation of CC licenses, it is shortsighted. CC licenses, even its non-derivative element, 

allow sharing and distribution.  

She further criticizes CC licenses by pointing to five sources of differences between 

the licenses that may raise incompatibility issues:  

• The licenses formats 

• The licenses different options and combinations 

• The licenses successive versions 

• The differences between licenses adaptations to various jurisdictions and the 

porting process 

• The differences with other similar licenses, which have the same purpose but use 

a different language (ibid).  

While all five are worthy of much discussion, for the purpose of this research, I briefly 

reexamine the incompatibilities between the three formats - machines, human and legal - 

as well as traps in combining the licenses. As this research attempts to pinpoint 

considerations for adoption or non-adoption of the licenses, I argue that the presentation 

of information - formatting and accessibility - play a major role in influencing this 

decision. I test this theory during my interviews by asking participants about their 

experiences in searching and applying information about CC licenses.  
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 As stated previously, the licenses exist in three formats. The majority of the users 

will only explore the first layer which is on display on the website. This includes a 

snapshot version of the license and two sentences of the core grant. Then, the conditions 

are summarized. In her critique, de Rosnay claims the waiver, which contains the 

conditions, is misleading. 

“Many of the main clauses are not summarized here. Therefore, it could be 

possible that a licensee is not aware of important limitations such as the absence 

of representation or the fact that all uses will not necessarily be free as royalties 

might be collected by collective societies” (de Rosnay 2010, p. 63).  

Furthermore, she highlights the inconsistent language used between the Common Deed 

and this summary. The Common Deed focuses on the License elements while the 

summary focuses primarily on the core clauses.  

 Moving beyond display formats, we now explore the many different options 

offered by CC and whether the various options complicate the system. In order to clarify, 

CC provides the following chart that outlines which licenses can be combined (“FAQ”, 

n.d.).  
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Figure 1: FAQ: CC Compatibility Chart  

It becomes clear that SA is incompatible with ND in that no work can be published with  

both elements. Moreover works published under, BY NC ND and BY ND, cannot 

be modified; therefore, making them incompatible with any other work because 

its use cannot lead to a derivative work. One may draw the conclusion that this 

“proliferation of licenses” contributes to the confusion and misuse of CC licenses 
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(de Rosnay 2010). This is later confirmed in the musician interviews featured in 

Chapter four.  

CONCLUSION:  CC LICENSES, AN ANSWER TO COPYRIGHT LAW? 
 CC licenses were created in the spirit of openness, collaboration and sharing 

espoused by the open source software movement. I, therefore, accept that on many levels 

CC licenses successfully confront my critiques of copyright law. First, the licenses offer a 

simplified process for deciding and applying copyright protection. On another level, the 

licenses ensure the protection of cultural goods that are threatened by the expansion of 

proprietary restrictions. The licenses were also introduced as supplemental protection for 

authors’ of creative works who sought greater control over who may or may not 

reproduce their work and to what extent. Yet, based on interviews with Rich Vasquez and 

members of the music community there remains a considerable real-world gap in 

understanding why people choose to adopt or not adopt the licenses. Despite its rise in 

adoption, some people may fail to realize the complexities of the licenses or be turned off 

by the numerous choices it provides. Moreover, those who do chose to leverage the 

licenses may do so based on an ideology rooted deeply in the Internet’s open and 

collaborative networked structure and less on its potential to generate revenue.  

Moreover, the industry’s mixed sentiment and general disinterest towards CC 

licenses neither encourages or discourages its use. As the goal of the study is to capture 

considerations for using or not using the licenses, it is necessary to fully understand the 

structure and function of each license like we did so for copyright law in general. We 

found that much like copyright law, CC is a complex system with a multiplicity of 
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licensing options, formats and versions. Knowing how the licenses work and what rights 

they grant is critical for determining the viability of the system. De Rosnay (2010) puts it 

best when she wrote, “for a socially useful project like CC, though supported by clear 

political discourse such as the argument for a strong public domain, also requires a solid 

legal infrastructure” (p.12). The research is not meant to criticize CC, but to provide 

additional context and background in hopes to improve advocacy efforts and license 

structures. My reasoning suggests that despite its rhetoric of simplicity, CC licenses are 

complex in both structure and implementation.  

The remainder of the study will present in-depth interviews that capture attitudes, 

awareness and knowledge of CC licenses. In chapter three, I introduce key players of the 

music ecosystem and advocacy groups who have all contributed to our understanding of 

the music business. More importantly, I explore whether advocacy efforts by CC’s 

activist network assuage the negative perceptions of CC licenses. I pose the following 

questions:  

• Who is advocating for CC on the local level? 

• What are their advocacy efforts?  How do they think about copyright, CC, & 

advocacy?  

Now that we understand the complexities & critiques of both copyright law and CC 

licenses, I examine what precisely, if any, efforts are made in shaping attitudes of 

musicians.  
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Chapter 3: The Lay of the Land 

 Chapter two outlined reasons for the creation and popularity of CC licenses. First 

and most notable, CC emerged as a legal attempt to alleviate the tension between 

traditional copyright law and the introduction of new digital technologies. Lawrence 

Lessig and others recognized the Internet’s potential as a catalyst to replenish an anemic 

public domain and the need for legal tools in this process. Second, CC’s popularity was 

fueled by the increasing displeasure and frustration of both consumers & artists towards 

the entertainment business. The early 2000’s saw an entertainment industry unable and 

unwilling to respond to new technologies. Instead of evolving new business models, the 

music industry pushed for stricter copyright legislation and began its crusade against 

illegal counterfeiting. It quickly became clear that the music industry, consumers, 

creators, distributors and policymakers were on a course for a head-on collision.  As one 

of interviewees put it: 

 “Publishing and the recording world, labels, I would say they’re a little bit on the 

frantic side and they’re doing all they can to retain and exploit musical content 

more than ever before because they’re up against the Internet; and, they’re up 

against independent artists and musicians understanding how the music business 

did work. And there’s this whole void now…how is it working towards the future 

& how it will work later on”.  

This shift may not abolish the entire music industry; but, it certainly has spurred the 

creation of smaller, independent record labels. Thanks to limitless shelf space afforded to 
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digital music, independents command a larger share of sales in the digital market, 

successfully competing with any label (Caldas 2010, p. 1).  

In November 2010, Girl Talk, a remix artist and long time CC user, released his 

current album All Day under a CC Attribution-Noncommercial license.  It was distributed 

solely online from his personal website where fans could download the album for free. 

The album was also promoted on Hypem.com, a music blog aggregator, and on Girl 

Talk’s Twitter & Facebook pages. Its popularity and gratis offering made it one of the 

most downloaded albums of the year. One headline put it best, “New Girl Talk Album 

Surprises, Breaks Internet” (Popeater.com, November 2011).  As this example 

demonstrates, artists now have the opportunity to control and partake in all levels of the 

music process minimizing the roles of many in the music business. Nearly a decade later, 

the question remains whether the music industry has learned from its mistakes or does it 

remain spinning its wheels on an outdated pre-digital approach to business? Moreover, I 

ask: what role do CC licenses play in this new digitized world?.   

 Chapter three moves closer to addressing these questions. I begin by presenting 

the traditional structure of the music industry as explored by Patrik Wikstrom (2008). I 

then move on to question how digitization has reshaped the entire industry. I examine the 

relationships between key players, such as musicians, publishers, labels etc and their 

roles within the music making process. Additionally, amidst the backlash of the music’s 

industry pirate-hunt, I suggest that a new set of players emerged – advocacy groups. 

Here, I introduce and discuss in particular the history and development of CC advocacy 

groups. I argue that as a result of the changing dynamics between industry, consumer and 
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artist, advocacy groups have become notable agents of change. This chapter will focus on 

RemixAustin & the Electronic Frontier Foundation of Austin (EFF-Austin) and their 

work in supporting Creative Commons. I also argue that these groups serve as excellent 

barometers in understanding a community’s perspective towards copyright and the new 

role musician’s play within the evolving music ecosystem. 

MUSIC INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 
  I begin by recalling Wikstrom’s (2008) definition of the music industry as: “those 

companies concerned with the development of musical content and personalities which 

can be communicated across multiple media” (p. 49). While the industry is a massive 

ecosystem of multiple players, this paper concentrates on three (Wikstrom 2008). 

Generally speaking, the music industry is comprised of the following: recording, 

publishing and live performance (Hesmondhalgh 2002; Hirsch 1970 and Wikstrom 

2008). Each of these parts closely mirror current copyright provisions applied to musical 

works. The structure also reflects a traditional value-chain model in which each element 

builds upon the previous and depends heavily on the commercialization of artists. This 

means that each player, whether in the recording process or during the promotion of a 

work, depends on others within the ecosystem (Wikstrom 2008). If a recording is poorly 

made, the impact ripples across the system affecting the publisher, the sales for live 

performances and the artist.  

The two most recognized sections of the music business are its recording and 

publishing arms. The following first focuses on the recording side of the business, which 
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includes players such as the record label and sound recording studios. As one interviewee 

said,  

“A record label is basically a parent company that provides funding to create the 

artist’s material. Within that label there can be their own marketing department, 

their own accounting department, their own legal department. And so, an artist 

basically signs, in the old days essentially, you would sign into perpetuity the 

master that you created because the label paid to make the master recording. So, 

in my case there is a label and the label basically is a bank- a bank that helps an 

artist create material that the bank owns in perpetuity”. 

The recording company therefore controls a majority of the work. For up and coming 

artist, the lure of an entity covering any upfront costs sounds like a reasonable trade-off. 

Similar to entrepreneurs in the start-up world, record labels function as venture 

capitalists. And, just like in the start-up realm, a VC’s investment always comes with a 

pre-determined percentage of equity. Unfortunately, what many musicians fail to 

recognize is the often-indeterminate cost that he or she must pay back to the recording 

company.  

Drawing also from work published by sociologist Paul Hirsch (1970), his model 

of the ‘top 40 music industry’ elaborates on the unique relationship between promoters, 

distributors, artists and record labels. On the macro-level, Hirsch recognizes that within 

this system, all players must operate within the context of satisfying media outlets. More 

specifically, the radio broadcasters and the record label are mutually dependent on the 

dissemination and popularization of a work (Wikstrom 2008, p. 58).  Forty-years since its 
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development, Hirsch’s model continues to be extremely relevant (Wikstrom 2008, p. 57). 

Radio broadcasting giant Clear Channel Communications, who owns close to 900 

stations nationwide, dominates the airwaves and thus serves as an incredibly important 

promotional channel for artists (“Radio-Info”, May 2010). Based on Hirsch’s model, 

Clear Channel serves as the gatekeeper between the record label and the general public. It 

is then in the record labels best interest to cultivate a strong interdependent relationship 

with the gatekeeper (Wikstrom 2008, p. 56).  Unfortunately, for independent artists and 

in some cases those who use CC licenses, promoting their work to radio stations without 

the help of radio promoters or a label is nearly impossible. 

 The second segment, publishing, concerns only composers and artists. Publishers 

are brought in to help composers, lyricists and musicians license their work for various 

purposes (Wikstrom 2008, p. 57). This may include: traditional recordings, live 

performances, video production, etc. Similar to record labels, the publisher provides 

musicians’ advances based on the production of future work. In return, the publisher 

helps place the musician’s work in commercials, other people’s albums, film/TV etc. To 

reiterate, the law clearly delineates the responsibilities between the record label and the 

publisher through two separate copyright provisions. As discussed earlier, music 

copyright law assumes two levels of protection. In this case, the publisher retains the 

right if the composer and or artist generates a work while under contract. If it then 

recorded, the second copyright is owned by the record label.  

The publishing and recording industries are often considered to be the traditional 

representation of the music industry. Their primary role was to help record, promote and 
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distribute a musician’s work. It became a signed contract for the exchange of manpower. 

However, it became less clear to artists for how long and at what price they were 

forfeiting their work. As one interviewee said: 

“It’s like if you had a baby and you gave the baby to a babysitter and the 

babysitter gave you $150,000. Even if you paid back that $150,000 that baby 

would never be yours. It would always belong to that babysitter. You could 

borrow the baby, but you would have to pay to borrow the baby. You’d have to 

pay the babysitter to borrow your own baby and then you’d have to return it after 

you were done.”  

This analogy echoes the frustrations of many musicians who were caught in limbo 

between the cost of becoming a successful artist and the right to reserve their creative 

expressions. It took the introduction of new digital tools and the Internet to finally reduce 

costs enough for an artist to break free from his/her dependency of this approach, which 

will be discussed further in the next section.  

It is also worth briefly noting the existence of the American Society of 

Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) and Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI). While 

all of the actors mentioned above are central to the structure of the music industry, 

ASCAP and BMI play an equally influential role in the distribution and protection of 

music copyrights & licenses. ASCAP is a membership association made of and 

controlled by more than 390,000 U.S. composers, songwriters, lyricists, and music 

publishers (“ASCAP” 2010). Through agreements with affiliated international societies, 

ASCAP also represents hundreds of thousands of music creators worldwide (“ASCAP” 
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2010).  The organization serves to protect the rights of its members that want to perform 

copyrighted music publicly by licensing and distributing royalties for the non-dramatic 

public performances of their copyrighted works. BMI, on the other hand, collects license 

fees on behalf of songwriters, composers and music publishers. It then distributes these as 

royalties to those members whose works have been performed (“BMI” 2010). Both of 

these organizations play influential roles as educators and, more importantly, as 

gatekeepers within the music industry. Presented in chapter four, we see how 

memberships in either of these organizations are reasons to reconsider adoption of CC 

licenses.  

Live performances serve as the third influential segment in the music industry. 

Unlike publishing and recording, the live music segment is a complex system and is not 

easily captured. Many live performances go unaccounted for when taking into 

consideration instances that include private parties, local pubs, festivals, etc. “The live 

music industry is very top-heavy in the sense that a small number of large projects 

constitute a large percentage of the total industry” (Wikstrom 2008, p. 59). This generally 

refers to global tours and large sold-out gigs. Furthermore, the realm of live music 

includes much more than the individual performers. Promoters, booking agents, ticketers, 

venue operators etc., all take a cut from the earnings. For example, LiveNation a global 

live music company and spin-off of Clear Channel produces concerts for thousands of 

artists around the world. LiveNation has produced concerts for artists such as Barbara 

Streisand, Dave Matthews Band, U2, The Rolling Stones, etc (Wikstrom 2008, p. 83). 

The company is a conglomeration of four music industry players: Ticketmaster, which 
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handles ticket sales; Live Nation Concerts, which produces the shows; Front Line 

Management, which represents artists and Live Nation Network, which markets the 

shows & artists. When an artist engages with Live Nation, he/she really assumes an 

additional four teams. Revenue must then be split amongst all participants.  

Record labels, publishing houses and live performance companies represent the 

traditional trilogy of the music industry. Their existence relies heavily on a high-barrier 

of entry that prevents musicians from managing all of these elements alone. This is 

because the cost of recording & producing, distribution and promotion of a physical 

record, were at one time too expensive for one artist to bear alone. The relationship 

between the three is symbiotic to the extent that profits are recognized & maximized 

individually. In other words, while the three benefit from working together to publish, 

distribute and promote an artist, each organization does so only to satisfy its own interest. 

This is reinforced in the structure of copyright law, which recognizes each of these 

segments separately; granting each with its own copyright protection. Moreover, this 

system reinforces a top-down approach that places control over works in the hands of a 

select few. In the next section, I present how the Internet and new technologies has 

challenged and reshaped the traditional music industry structure.  

THE INTERNET SHAKE-UP 
 In Vaidhyanathan’s book (2001), Copyright and Copywrongs, he refers to a 

“digital moment” in which the music industry first recognized the repercussions and 

potential of new technologies. This moment has resulted in the deconstruction of much of 

the traditional music industry system discussed in the previous section. Specifically, I 
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highlight the following two changes: first, a shift in the role of a musician in the 

production, distribution and promotion of music; and, second, a modification in 

recognizing viable& sustainable revenue streams for the industry.   

  The emergence of the Internet and its effect on the music industry is not an 

isolated incident. In fact as Vaidhyanathan points to, the music industry has long been a 

test bed in determining how new technologies, like audiocassettes, CDs etc, can 

challenge business models. For example, the introduction of MP3s and digital 

distribution satisfied not just demands for lowering music costs; but it informed & 

empowered consumers. The public now had the ability to change the market place by 

demanding from industry quicker reactions to customer preferences (Vaidhyanathan 2008 

pp. 180-181). For producers, new technologies were adopted to create new higher quality 

products in order to maximize profits at a lower cost. Thus, closing out the feedback loop 

between consumer and industry. And, while all of these characteristics remain true with 

the introduction of the Internet, there is a distinctive quality exhibited only within the 

digital environment – the rise of networks (Vaidhyanathan 2008).  

Networks enable people to share ideas, information, expressions and truths over 

“vast distances in virtually no time” (Vaidhyanathan 2008 p. 152). Dissimilar to 

traditional consumption and production models, networks exhibit a decentralized 

structure that replaces the once hierarchical process exhibited by the traditional music 

industry. For example, peer-to-peer technology, a model of communication based on 

networked peers, has enabled creators of music to promote and distribute work without 

the need of a traditional publisher or record label. Instead, creators may use programs like 
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Apple’s Garage Band to record music or online social platforms like ccMixter to use song 

samples from other users. Moreover, consumers of music have direct access to music 

collections bypassing the need for traditional distributors. This includes services like 

iTunes or torrent seeder, Torrent Source.  The music industry has consistently blamed 

this new structure, especially in the case of peer-to-peer technologies, for the 

destabilization of its traditional business model (Caraway, 2011). However, instead of 

adapting, the industry has engaged in a legal battle hinged on arguments for strengthening 

intellectual property rights and copyright law.  

The line between consumer and producer; musician and fan; promoter and 

distributor continues to blur. What once was an intricate siloed-system is now available to 

anyone with a computer and broadband connection. With this, I ask: how do musicians 

perceive their role to be in this new digital music environment? Does it continue to 

primarily be that of the content creator? Or do many now see themselves as producer, 

licensor and or distributor? Moreover, I ask: what are the positives and negatives of this 

new found empowerment afforded to musicians? Chapter four looks to address these 

questions by providing the perspective of five musicians.  

The second notable change caused by the Internet is the consolidation of the 

industry and the resulting need for new sources of revenue. By the end of the 1950s and 

1960s, the entire music industry faced major consolidation. The elements of recording, 

live performance and publishing found a home in a new trio: RCA/Victor, EMI and CBS 

Records (Wikstrom 2008, p. 63). Further restructuring has resulted into four of the large 

firms dominating the scene while a handful of new record companies (e.g. Mercury and 
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Capitol) recently forming. “It is estimated that the four majors have each shed over 25 

percent of the workforce since the turn of the century. During the same period, they have 

cut their artist rosters also by more than 25 percent” (Wikstrom 2008 p. 65). And while 

the restructuring of the music industry has resulted in consolidation, the four largest firms 

(e.g. Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment, Warner Music Group & EMI) 

control approximately 72 percent of the entire music-recording market globally 

(Wikstrom 2008 p. 69).  
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Figure 3.3: Four Major Firms (Bloomberg BusinessWeek 2010; EMI 2010; Sony 2010) 

Today, the reshuffling continues as more labels and firms look for ways to pay down 

incurred debt. For example, the EMI Group, who recently lost its legal case against 

Citigroup Financial, has had to seriously consider licensing its recorded music 

catalog in North America and has needed “to make equity injections to meet its debt 

covenants while key executives and artists have left in the last few years” (Peoples, 

2010).  

Additionally, given the lower barrier of entry into digital music, the volume of 

musical works has flooded the market; thus, causing a drop in prices. Vaidhyanathan 

(2008) puts it best when he notes:  

“MP3 distribution offers a wonderful opportunity for emerging artists, the very 

people copyright law is constitutionally charged to encourage and aid. Because 

the established music industry narrows the pipes of production and distribution, 

manufacturing scarcity, only established artists profit from the old system. This 

new technology evades the professional gatekeepers, flattening the production and 

distribution pyramid” (p. 180).  

It is worth briefly asking then: how much does a musician make online?  

David McCandless (April 2010) released data that compared revenues streams 

between online distribution sales and traditional CD sales. In order for an artist to 

maintain the average US monthly salary of $1,160, he/she must sell approximately 143 

self-pressed CDs at $9.99 each. However, for those who deliver full MP3 albums via 

Napster and distribute on iTunes for $9.99, over 2,000 copies must be sold to achieve the 
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monthly salary base. In this instance, the label receives approximately $6.30 while the 

artist only receives $0.94. Note these figures do not include publishing royalties (paid to 

composers).  

 

Figure 3.2: “Information Is Beautiful” 

The numbers are discouragingly low for those interested in producing and distributing 

solely online. And, as the chart above indicates, while revenues from the authorized 

distribution of recorded music over the Internet have been steadily increasing, they 

have not done so at a rate sufficient to overcome the decline in sales of physical 
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music commodities (Caraway 2011 p. 3). If digital sales are not sufficient, than how 

will the music industry, especially musicians, survive?  

With this in mind, I question: Do CC licenses pose an additional revenue opportunity? If 

so, how? And, if not an increase in monies, then what exactly are the advantages for 

choosing to adopt the licenses?  

The remainder of the chapter poses these very questions to CC advocates. 

Specifically, I ask questions related to the formation of the organization; biographical & 

involvement of the group leader; the organization’s mission and its relation to CC 

licenses. The following interviews explore how these advocates approach the issue of 

copyright and questions about CC from musicians. For example, I ask advocates to 

describe any particular challenges they’ve encountered in promoting the licenses as well 

any reservations they’ve heard from musicians in relation to adopting the licenses.  

RemixAustin 
Created by Rich Vasquez in 2007, the now defunct Creative Commons Salon has 

seen its share of wins and losses when advocating for CC licenses. A long time film 

writer, producer, and blogger, Vasquez first became aware of copyright issues in high 

school. He recalled learning about the “Mickey Mouse Law” (aka the Sony Bono Act) 

and recognizing how “people were locking down” works to prevent others from using 

them.  After returning from film school in New York, Vasquez became involved with the 

local technology scene, which he noted as a “social” & “progressive” culture. His 

involvement in both the creative and technology cultures lead him to Creative Commons. 

He said;  
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 “At some point, I decided to create the Creative Commons Salon, which they 

were doing in San Francisco with the Creative Commons organization proper. It 

was purely an informal thing; they were encouraging others to do it informally 

across the country. They were encouraging others to do the same, but very few 

had taken off.”  

For several years, Vasquez held non-formal meetings on a quarterly or monthly 

basis around Austin and at the local public access stations. Vasquez felt that the melding 

of technology and creative worlds made the community more likely to accept the 

alternative licenses. He promoted the meetings via online forums but relied mostly on 

word of mouth. The organization’s primary mission was to educate artists about CC 

licenses and copyright issues. Attendees ranged from musicians to playwrights to 

software designers. Often, meetings would be held in a small coffee shop at night and 

discussions focused on a specific aspect of CC licenses. Vasquez would present a short 

introduction video created by & featured on the Creative Commons Web site. The 

animated video presents a narrative featuring creatives like teachers, online artists and 

writers. It notes, “these people know that when you share your creative wealth you can 

accomplish great things” (“About the Licenses”, n.d.). Similar to the rhetoric given by 

Eric Steuer in chapter two, the video reiterates CC’s position on collaboration and 

sharing, as much needed facets of our culture. The film deconstructs elements of 

copyright law and clarifies how CC licenses are used in conjunction with the current law. 

Vasquez then would facilitate an open discussion among attendees, which rarely reached 
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more than 10 (unless held in partnership with another group like the Austin Music 

Foundation).  

One meeting, which I was able to attend months earlier, focused on a high-level 

introduction to CC licenses. Specifically, the discussion centered on music created on CC 

endorsed remix sites like ccMixter. Vasquez spoke to the different license options and 

potential use cases. For example, he highlighted different contests hosted on the site as a 

successful tactic in promoting reuse and remixing. He described how current copyright 

law would prevent such use freely without the consent of the rights holder. He 

emphasized how CC licenses eased the de facto inclusiveness of copyright law. Unlike 

the musicians mentioned in chapter one, the attendees accepted Vasquez’s explanation 

without hesitation. Though, several did ask for clarification on whether the licenses were 

meant to outright replace copyright law. At the end, Vasquez distributed CDs created by 

CC-licensed musicians.  

During this time, he received little to no guidance from the proper CC 

organization.  So, when asked why he decided to take on the lone responsibility to 

advocate for CC, he answered: 

“Well, I went to school for creative writing and as an internal artist, part of my 

goal is to communicate culture. To spread some ideas. To spread some creativity. 

I think it’s still part of my creative process to share. Sharing culture and open 

copyright is part of encouraging creativity. And, it’s a policy area that most 

people don’t touch.” 
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Unfortunately, enthusiasm for Vasquez’s local chapter fizzled last year. He correlates the 

lack of interest with a strong cultural distrust of being “ripped-off”. He explained: 

“Built into our current culture is this obsession with theft and being cheated. And, 

because of this obsession and because it’s probably an extreme hyperbole, it just 

makes people more paranoid. And, it’s just so ingrained in the creative culture, 

our nation really, that people worry more and more about being cheated, it’s being 

blown out of proportion.”  

Moreover, Vasquez expressed his surprise in the lack of support from the local 

community, which he had perceived as a strong example of a creative cultural hub that 

would have great interest in CC. According to him, community members had a difficult 

time recognizing the benefits of sharing. “When it (stealing) is constantly on your mind, 

then having someone say, ‘why don’t you share it’ makes it sound like they’re being 

snake rolled, being disingenuous.”  He believed that to successfully promote the benefits 

of sharing, a massive re-education must be done. Part of this, as he noted, is simply the 

additional need for evangelists.  

When asked specifically about Creative Commons licenses and the challenges he 

faced in advocating these tools, Vasquez explained that a lack of general knowledge and 

misunderstanding of the licenses hindered his efforts. He said:  

“The main reservation is that people believed their work isn’t protected. And, 

that’s basically based on the fallacy that it is no longer under copyright; it’s 

Creative Commons. So, I try to explain that Creative Commons is just a license 

on top of copyright and that it is very difficult to get rid of your copyright in this 
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country. I would say the biggest objection is really: ‘What is Creative Commons?’ 

There is a basic ignorance of the movement among musicians.” 

He further explained that while certain musician and creative associations address the 

intricacies of copyright, their approach has “copyright at their core”. Sharing and giving 

are not part of their goals. Instead, protection of copyright drives their motives and offers 

greater benefit.  

Recently, Vasquez and other local CC evangelists have discussed a different 

approach to educating the population through a bit of re-branding. This year, Vasquez has 

re-launched his efforts under the pseudonym: RemixAustin. Instead of using the “under-

recognized” and often times “mis-represented” phrase of “Creative Commons”, Vasquez 

hopes that “remix” is a better, more colloquial term. He notes that highlighting the 

process instead of the law will also emphasize the benefits of sharing instead of the law’s 

restrictions. Additionally, he has decided to refocus his energy by targeting youth as they 

currently participate in the remix culture and understand the value of sharing. This type 

of change in target audience at the local level should be noted by CC proper when 

developing future strategies. When asked what would help foster a more vibrant CC-

community, Vasquez explained: 

 “The one thing I love about Creative Commons and the one thing I celebrate and 

tell people about them; is that they are lawyers. Your work is actually protected. 

And, I don’t necessarily think they (CC proper) need to be advocates; but I do 

believe they should be engaged with their advocates instead of waiting for them to 

come-up. Otherwise, you’ll get burnt out. I’m burnt out.”  
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Electronic Frontier Foundation - Austin 
 Closely aligned with RemixAustin, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) - 

Austin and its co-founder & current president, Jon Lebkowsky also provided insight 

towards the groups attempt to promote CC licenses within the area.  Lebkowsky is a 

historic figure in the Austin technology scene with strong ties to some of the earliest 

discussions of the Internet and copyright. He has participated in numerous national and 

international discussions about copyright and contributed to the Whole Earth Lectronic 

Link (WELL), one of the earliest virtual communities, which featured its own community 

driven copyright rules. He first emerged as a writer, journalist and novelist in the late 

1980s; however, he has never relied solely on writing as a main source of income. His 

experience as a part-time writer and publisher served as his introduction to the subject of 

copyright.  Lebkowsky said, “(as a writer) copyright is –early on an issue for you - and 

you want to understand it. It is something you’re constantly thinking about. You ask, 

‘how am I going to protect the thing that I’ve created’”.  

After the introduction of the Internet in the early 1990s, Lebkowsky found his 

professional writing career taking-off. “After I connected on the Internet, it made it a lot 

easier for me to pass content to publishers so that they could publish it,” said Lebkowsky. 

More importantly, he explained that his early experience with online publishing was 

purely experimental. He had no intention of making money from his online work. He 

said: 

“Early on, I was writing stuff because I wanted to and not worrying about if 

someone was paying me to do it or not. So, I was one of those early adopters of 
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free culture on the Internet. And, because I didn’t make writing my primary 

income, it was probably easier for me to do that than someone who was a 

dedicated writer.”  

Today, Lebkowsky continues to promote open Internet initiatives on a variety of 

platforms and as a consultant. He believes that his work is important in preserving the 

Internet’s creative and open structure – a structure he has been so deeply involved in 

creating.  

In 1991, the Electronic Frontier Foundation of Austin formed as a satellite chapter 

to the national organization. Its mission and focus is to educate people on technology, in 

particular, technology policy. Issues range from the open Internet, to access and to open 

source software. He describes the group as: 

“We, persistently throughout the history of the organization and throughout the 

history of my involvement of the Internet, had copyright issues come up. It was 

very clear to us that a form of copyright that was created with the idea that content 

was fixed in media was subverted somewhat just inherently by the ability to 

create digital copies of text or movies or whatever.  It’s to some extent; but things 

are out of control, and we have to rethink the nature and character of copyright.”  

The group holds informal meetings yearly and often partners with groups like 

RemixAustin and the University of Texas Information School. However, Lebkowsky 

admits neglecting groups focused on non-academics and non-students like the Austin 

Music Foundation. Instead, he primarily speaks to students at the university and start-up 

founders around the area.  
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In 2004, EFF Austin hosted a party at South By Southwest (SXSW), a large 

interactive conference held in Austin, Texas, with the parent Creative Commons 

organization and Magnitunes, a CC-focused music platform. The party was held in 

conjunction with SXSW Music and targeted musicians. The parties were part 

informational, part “just fun.” It was a success according to Lebkowsky. By 2007, EFF- 

Austin found itself responsible for hosting numerous parties with Creative Commons. 

That same year, Lebkowsky received negative feedback about Creative Commons from 

attendees at SXSW. He recalled: 

“There was a sense that there was a range of disinterest, to maybe even in worse 

case maybe hostility to the idea of Creative Commons.  Music people weren't 

getting it, and musicians were feeling because of the forces I've mentioned earlier, 

the Internet was making it hard for the music industry to do what its always been 

able to do.  They were feeling a bit challenged, and its like if you are a musician, 

and you put a lot of work into what you do and you see people just taking it...what 

are they doing you know?  So, they hear about Creative Commons, and it may 

sound to them initially like someone is saying lets make it easier to just take it.”  

Interestingly, this disinterest continues to plague CC discussions for Lebkowsky; 

specifically in regards to the perceived lack of remuneration when using the licenses. 

However, as of earlier this year, EFF-Austin has shifted its focus and no longer 

coordinates CC only activities. This now falls solely with Rich Vasquez over at 

RemixAustin.  
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Though EFF Austin has shifted its mission, Lebkowsky continues to advocate on 

CC’s behalf. When asked to explain the licenses, he answered:  

“Creative Commons has a set of easily understood licenses. They (musicians) just 

need to understand what those licenses are; what rights are assigned or combined 

and how they work; and how to publish under Creative Commons. I wouldn’t 

expect an artist to take everything they do and put it under a CC license; but I do 

think it gives them a whole other tool to work with.”  

He further explained that people have to be compensated for what they do. However, he 

does caution against big companies who take works and extend their copyright terms in 

order to protect potential revenue. While speaking with local artists during informal 

meet-ups, Lebkowsky highlights that above content or the structure of the licenses, 

reservations for the adoption of the tools comes from “understanding why would one use 

this license and the rational behind it.” He answered by stating that often people “feel 

very proprietary about what they do and they are not going to be up for sharing it.” He 

further explains: 

“One very strong tradition within the Internet and something I've advocated 

myself and other people advocate for is that people should own their data you 

know; which, would include their created works. It’s really all sort of geared 

towards maximizing the profit of certain players over others, and I think that what 

Creative Commons does try to sort of level the playing field. It kind of tries to 

give us a way to come down on the side of collaborative culture more than on the 

side of proprietary interests.” 
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Like Vasquez, he believes that a deep-rooted cultural fear of being cheated stalls the 

progress of alternative copyright options. Centuries of pro-ownership rhetoric may take 

centuries more to change. But, according to Lebkowsky, there is a silver lining.  

“There are still going to be top 40 kind of stuff going on and there are still going 

to be people who buy recorded music. There are still people who are going to buy 

CDs or if not, more and more, we are going toward music on a stored device like 

an iPod. Really, if there is a downside to it; it is that there will be a 

commoditization of it, and music will feel less valuable to people because there is 

so much of it.  Its like running water, you just get it from anywhere and 

everywhere.” 

CONCLUSION 
Nearly a decade after the introduction of CC, its popularity has grown to 

encompass not just the arts but education, sciences, governments and healthcare.  Yet, as 

the two advocacy representatives explain, the work is not easy. They face several 

challenges. From misinterpretation of the information to a general disinterest by the 

music community, these advocacy groups are struggling to stay engaged in the 

discussion. More importantly, as Vasquez and Lebkowsky highlight, there remains a 

cultural obsession and paranoia of being short-changed for one’s creation. This is because 

the benefits of sharing, which CC has highlighted as increased cultural production, have 

yet to be fully recognized within our society. Instead, commercial economics continues to 

largely influence both behavior and policy (Lessig 2008). However, as scholars have 
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argued, the Internet and new technologies are exploiting the need for a new economy 

based on sharing.   

Additionally, where CC is not endorsed by the public sector, the proliferation of 

CC-related information is left to individuals. As Vasquez spoke to, the lack of resources 

and guidance by the formal organization leaves many of its satellite evangelists isolated. 

Instead, the onus is on an individual advocate to seek, synthesize, retain and apply the 

information on his or her own. For the past several years, Vasquez pushed for CC without 

any formal guidance or support from the San Francisco group beyond the information 

provided on their web site. Without any additional help, promoting and educating artists 

about the licenses became tiresome. And, as less and less people attended his meetings, 

the more difficult it became to stay motivated. Unfortunately, as a result, Vasquez has hit 

pause on his advocacy work, Despite this, CC’s almost half-a-billion user base speaks 

volumes. Its growth underscores the globalization and transnational attributes of today’s 

cultural goods and the need for alternative copyright protections. And, while the 

organization lacks a dedicated advocacy team, CC remains poised to benefit from this 

cultural shift. As Eric Steuer (Creative Commons) said, “as people become creators, I 

think that gives them a natural way into understanding not only what copyright is but 

what Creative Commons is and how that can help them”.  

In chapter four, I present the musician’s perspective. The following exposes 

numerous considerations for and against the adoption of CC licenses by musicians. I look 

to determine whether their sentiments echo the benefits and drawbacks highlighted in the 
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previous chapters. I ask questions pertaining to a musician’s experience in the music 

industry and the copyright decision making process.  
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Chapter 4: The Musicians 

 Thus far, the study has explored the history of copyright, its structure and its 

weaknesses. It argues that due to a combination of factors, like the rise of new 

technologies; a change in the consumer & producer relationship and the content 

industry’s push for lengthier copyrights, a need arose for the creation of an alternative 

solution. In particular, the music industry’s hostile reaction to the public’s expanded 

access to cultural production quickly positioned it as public enemy number one. In a 

measure to protect its business, the entertainment industry turned to policy enforcement; 

specifically with copyright law. This bundle of rights that include the exclusive rights to 

copy, to authorize for others to make copies, to create derivative works etc, received 

significant attention as copyright holders pushed for stricter provisions in hopes to quell 

the rising popularity of sharing unauthorized digital music. Congress obliged, and we are 

now left with a copyright protection that has once again been extended.  I argue that 

Creative Commons and its licenses were created as a legal attempt to ease the tensions 

between industry, the public, the law and new digital formats. Most importantly, CC 

licenses shifted discretionary power back to the author and away from industry regimes 

like the music industry.  

 Chapter three presented the perspective of two local advocates who explained their 

successes and challenges in promoting the licenses. Specifically, these individuals noted 

misinformation and a general lack of understanding as primary hurdles to promoting the 

licenses. The next chapter shifts the attention towards the main focus of the paper, the 
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musicians. Here I present the findings of my qualitative interviews. Again, the overall 

goal of this paper is to capture considerations made by musicians when choosing to adopt 

or not adopt these licenses. As presented in chapter one, this study poses the following 

questions: 

- What considerations affect the choice of adoption/non adoption? 

- What are the perceived outcomes of adopting CC licenses? (i.e. financially, 

personally etc). 

- Do other key players have an effect on adoption decisions?  

METHODOLOGY 
 Once again, I’d like to reiterate and reinforce my decision to examine the music 

industry and its key players. Historically, the music industry has long dealt with 

technology changes that interrupt its day-to-day processes. Musicians have also long 

struggled to retain control over copyright decisions; often having to sacrifice their rights 

in order to receive production, distribution and or promotional support. This study 

includes the perspective five musicians. I chose musicians who have engaged with CC 

licenses. Most interviews and follow-ups were conducted in-person.  

 In the following paragraphs, each participant was asked the same set of questions 

regarding their involvement in the music industry and their use of CC licenses. 

Specifically, each was asked to elaborate on the considerations made when choosing to 

adopt or not adopt the licenses. First, each musician commented on their level of 

engagement and understanding of the music industry. As outlined in chapters two and 

three, the music ecosystem is composed of a multitude of actors. This section gauges the 
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musician’s role within the ecosystem and determines the degree of influence he or she 

may have over licensing decisions. The main research question for this section is: What is 

the understanding and level of engagement in the music industry/process of musicians 

who have attended a CC information session? 

 Second, the interviewees were asked to comment on their understanding of CC 

licenses. The overarching research question asks: What is the level of musician awareness 

to the structure of CC licenses? This is evaluated by two separate approaches: questions 

that directly pertain to CC licenses and questions that relate to copyright law. Sample 

questions from this part of the interview include (but are not limited to): How did you 

learn about CC licenses?; How would you describe what a CC license is? ; What do you 

think of CC licenses? and What benefits do you expect from CC licenses? The questions 

also ask musicians to identify which licenses he or she uses for their own work; and, why 

they chose to use that particular license.  

  The third and final set of questions asked interviewees about their experience 

with CC advocates. I attempt to answer: What has the musician learned from the CC 

advocacy materials from this information session? Musicians are questioned about their 

discovery process and whether they he or she attended a CC advocacy meeting. If so, 

were they influenced by the CC advocates? At the end, musicians were asked to provide 

an overall assessment of the music industry and to provide their insight on the future of 

music. These answers will be featured in chapter five.  
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JACKIE & ALEX 
 Jackie and Alex1 recently made the leap into the music industry after moving 

from Boston to Austin in 2007. The married duo considers their musical talent to be 

relatively novice and admit to being surprised when their tracks are downloaded on 

Jamendo, a web distribution platform that features CC-only licensed work. Alex is the 

composer, recorder, drummer and Web master for the group. His wife, Jackie, is the 

songwriter and singer. After working with several bands in town, the two decided to pair 

down their operations and only work with each other. They now only record music in 

their home studio; though have aspirations of making it to a formal recording studio 

before the year’s end. Currently, the two manage all aspects of their music business from 

composition to publishing to promotion to deciding licensing rights.  

  Jackie & Alex admit that wearing multiple hats can be empowering and difficult 

simultaneously. Alex said:  

 “I think we can handle it up until a certain point where it’s clear that we need to 

seek help. But not right now. I’m all about removing all of the middle people 

because everyone wants a slice of that. And it’s hard enough to make money these 

days that you need every little bit of it. It’s not as much greedy as it is practical to 

not spend so much on something that you can do yourself.”  

The duo serves as an example of the complete control musicians are now afforded by 

new technologies like the Internet and home recording software. The multi-leveled music 

industry structure described in chapter three can now be handled by one single entity. 

                                                
1 Note: all names have been changed to protect the identity of the participants 
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This brief example leaves me to question: If a musician can successfully produce and 

distribute works independently, then what role does that industry have in the future?  

 When asked about their discovery and use of CC licenses, Jackie & Alex 

described it has happenstance. Neither have attended nor plan to attend a CC advocacy 

meeting. This is due to two reasons: first, they were unaware that meetings existed and 

second, the online information is sufficient for their needs. “I mean it’s easy enough to 

just go to their main website and there’s enough information there to be convinced to put 

your music under it. I found the materials to not be entangled with a lot of law terms,” 

said Alex. The couple found Creative Commons after completing their first two singles. 

They stumbled onto Jamendo, a CC license-specific online distribution platform, which 

at the time was in its infancy. Alex said: 

“So, we got in pretty much on the ground floor and joined Jamendo. But with that, 

you have to put your music on the CC license, and I was like well, ‘what the hell 

is that?’ I’ve never heard of that, so I was kind of leery. Then, you have to read 

the whole contract and license to understand it and your options, which is also 

really great because you have so many options. After realizing that it was a great 

idea, we realized that it was perfect.” 

While the two praised the ease in implementing the licenses, they also admitted to 

accidentally choosing the wrong license for several of their earlier works. Alex said, 

“well, I think we changed it recently. There was an option to remix and I was like ‘wait a 

minute, I don’t know if I want anyone to do that.’ So I think we changed that.” They 

attributed the mistake to a misreading of license terms.   
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 When asked to describe the licenses in their own words, Jackie said:  “a copyright 

license that allows you to maintain full control of what your music’s doing and where it’s 

going. Maybe not full control on how much you’re earning from it.” However, Alex 

cautioned that no one can really be in full control because copying and replays in public 

spaces are difficult to track. Indicative of their concerns for control, the two use the 

Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (BY-NC-ND) CC license on all of their musical 

works, which is the most restrictive of the six main licenses. It only allows others to 

download works and share them with others as long as credit is given.  

Moreover it explicitly states that one “cannot change them (work) in any way or 

use them commercially” (“Licenses”, n.d.). The legal deed further defines the NoDerivs 

clause as follows: “you may not alter, transform, or build upon this work” (“Legal Deed”, 

n.d.) 

 CC uses the following language pertaining to “adaptation” to further clarify the license:   

“means a work based upon the Work, or upon the Work and other pre-existing 

works, such as a translation, adaptation, derivative work, arrangement of music or 

other alterations of a literary or artistic work, or phonogram or performance and 

includes cinematographic adaptations or any other form in which the Work may 

be recast, transformed, or adapted including in any form recognizably derived 

from the original, except that a work that constitutes a Collection will not be 

considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of 

doubt, where the Work is a musical work, performance or phonogram, the 

synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") 
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will be considered an Adaptation for the purpose of this License” (“Legal Code”, 

n.d.)  

According to current copyright law, a derivative work is a work based upon “or more 

preexisting works, such a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization etc. consisting 

of editorial revisions, annotations, elaboration, as a whole, represent an original work of 

authorship,” (LaFrance 2008, p.48). For example, when a book is adapted for a movie, 

the resulting changes are considered independent copyrights from the underlying work. 

Therefore, this CC license reinforces the already established prohibition of derivative 

work without the permission of the copyright holder. However, this does not exclude 

remixing or sampling of a creative work; which both Jackie & Alex misunderstand as 

inclusive to this license.   

 For them, CC offers three main benefits for smaller independent musicians: 

greater control, monetary incentive and global exposure. In addition to the increase in 

control mentioned above, the licenses present an alternative revenue stream. Jackie said: 

 “I think it’s superior to the old way. I would recommend it to all artists if they 

want to see any money from their work. We’re not super famous, we don’t tour, 

we’ve only played out three times, but we’re generating a pretty good amount of 

extra money.” 

The duo receives most of its additional funds via Jamendo, where they host and distribute 

their songs. They no longer play live shows in town. Alex also mentioned: 

 “And it’s (CC) free and it’s easy. It didn’t cost us a dime to protect our music. 

Whereas the old way, it’s $40 a song or $40 per copyright (including 
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compositions, recordings etc.). So, it’s almost moronic to do it the old way. It’s 

like banging your head against the wall and seeing if it gets any better. It won’t.” 

It should be noted that at the time of the interview, Alex maintained a full-time 

professional job and did not consider the music as a primary source of income. The CC 

licensed work served as supplementary income; a note both Vasquez and Lebokwsky 

made about their own CC-published work. 

 In addition to monetary benefits, the couple credits the licenses for their 

international exposure. The free spread of music and the lack of formal tracking 

encourages people to share music without the need for reimbursement said the duo. 

Recently, the group peaked at approximately 300,000 listens with 600 listens per day on 

Jamendo. They have also received fan mail from areas like France and requests for use of 

their songs in videos in Italy. Both hope to one day begin traveling to play and meet their 

fans around the world. “It’s the best way for ordinary people to get your music for free 

and let it travel on its own. And, then restrict professional use,” said Alex.  

 Despite all of the positives, Alex & Jackie point to the pre-exiting industry 

infrastructure as a limiting factor for the use of CC licenses. Alex & Jackie highlight the 

rocky relationship between CC licenses and performing artist organizations, BMI & 

ASCAP.  Alex said, 

“If anyone that performed on any of these recordings are members of ASCAP or 

BMI then they cannot be put on the track under Creative Commons. So it’s kind 

of restrictive to untainted people who went the old route. I’m not saying that it’s 

bad for society, but we just recently found out, through research, that they’re 
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threatening Creative Commons.” 

He is specifically referring to CC’s longstanding battle with ASCAP which began in 

2007 after ASCAP released its “10 Things Every Music Creator Should Know About 

Creative Commons Licensing.” ASCAP, known for its own set of performance rights 

licenses of songs created by its members, wrote on its blog:  

“While the process (of administering a CC license) appears simple, the meaning 

of these symbols can be misleading to a creator. Even if he or she takes the time 

to access what Creative Commons calls the "human readable" terms and 

conditions of the license, will that creator fully understand its terms?” (“10 

Considerations”, 2007).  

The post continues with a 10-item consideration list, which includes the following (but is 

not limited to):  the licenses’ irrevocability, its confusion over “noncommercial use”, lack 

of support for rights enforcement and potential global conflicts. ASCAP claimed that CC 

licenses raised a moot point as U.S. Copyright Law already gives creators the “right to 

waive their rights, give their works away for free or permit the use of their music for 

sampling or mash-ups, without necessarily giving up their ownership rights” (“10 

Considerations”, 2007). However, to clarify, ASCAP members are not prohibited from 

using CC licenses under its terms. Lawrence Lessig responded on his own blog that 

ASCAP’s list perpetuated some common misunderstandings about CC. He wrote:  

“If by that ASCAP means either that we believe giving up ‘all or some of their 

rights’ always benefits an author or artists, or that, benefit notwithstanding, an 

artist should sacrifice his or her rights for the common good. Neither is 
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correct…nothing in CC's mission has anything to do with displacing the proper 

functioning of efficient and well run collecting rights organizations” (Lessig, 

“Common Misunderstandings”, 2007).  

He also emphasized that in some instances, providing a work for free may help and that 

“culture is benefited by choosing freedom rather than licensing lawyers”(Lessig, 

“Common Misunderstandings”, 2007). The conflict culminated in a public backlash 

against an ASCAP fundraising letter that falsely claimed CC “undermined copyright” 

(“Response”, June 2010). CC argued that ASCAP misleads and misinforms musicians 

about the real function of CC licenses. This tension continues to pit musicians against 

each other while discouraging the use of alternative copyright licenses.  

In another example, Jamendo’s Terms and Services clearly require that “the artist 

must also certify that he/she is not a member of any performance rights organization” 

(“Terms & Services”, n.d.).  If so, Jamendo reserves the “right to require the artist to 

reimburse in full any sums that Jamendo may be required to pay on account of this false 

declaration” (“Terms & Services”, n.d.). Again, musicians are forced to pick between the 

two services instead of leveraging potential offerings from both.  

ROBERT  
 Similar to Alex and Jackie, the following musician also wears multiple hats as 

composer, musician, producer, distributor etc. Robert is a reformed “corporate drone” 

who moved out to Hollywood to pursue a music career in the late 1990s.  He has played 

with numerous bands and has released over 60 songs – all of which are under CC-

licenses. Most recently, Robert has contemplated switching back to traditional copyright 
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licenses in order to negotiate potential movie deals.  

“I’m doing both still. The reason why I switched back to both is that the bands I 

know in LA are getting their songs in movies, and I was thinking about doing 

that. A music promoter in LA said to be legit you have to get your music 

copyrighted to get the film people to look at you.” 

 Robert first learned about CC and CC licenses accidentally. While in Bulgaria as 

a Peace Corp volunteer teaching English, Robert stumbled upon the licenses as he surfed 

the Internet in search for a way to distribute his own music. He continued to proactively 

seek information about CC licenses via web sites & forums. He has not attended a CC 

advocacy event and has no plans to in the future. Again, Robert credits the vast amount of 

information online as sufficient for his needs.  

 When asked to describe the licenses, Robert responded:  

“To me, there are different types. I use the ShareAlike license that enables people 

to put their stuff up so people can use it, and modify it as long as they don’t use it 

for commercial use. It’s helpful and getting my stuff out there.” 

Again, we see a familiar description of CC licenses that emphasize the following 

considerations: increased control and promotion. Robert chose the Attribution-

NonCommercial-NoDerivs (BY-NC-ND) CC license to protect his music against 

commercial use and remix but to encourage sharing amongst other users. However, as he 

indicated above, the biggest drawback of using a CC license is the industry’s rejection of 

these licensed works.  

  Robert spoke to the limitations of CC’s distribution network. While sites, like 
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Jamendo, feature CC licensed work, the popularity of these sites wane in comparison to 

services like Apple’s iTunes store. Its limited reach relegates CC licensed works to the 

fringes of the music landscape. As one musician described, Jamendo draws in a certain 

type of purveyor of music; one with a curiosity for new, less than popular and 

undiscovered sound.  

BETH 
 For Beth, her role and involvement in decisions related to her music has varied 

over the years. Introduced in chapter three, Beth is a seasoned veteran of the music 

industry. Beginning her career at the age of 16, Beth followed the more traditional route 

to stardom. Shortly after graduating college with a degree in music, Beth was solicited by 

a manager and signed by Elektra Records for a five record deal and with Universal 

Publishing (formally MCA publishing).  Beth said: 

“When I was a little kid, all I wanted to be on was Elektra Records because they 

had The Doors and Carly Simon, Joni Mitchell, and all these people I really 

respected and loved. They have people I related to on their label, and they were 

kind of the artsy label.  So, to be on Elektra was really exciting. And in the early 

90’s, I would say it was the heyday for labels.  It was when they were spending 

stupid amounts of money.  They were having a ball.  Their conferences were 

huge.  They would bring in Prince and Aerosmith.  You know, I mean, like one 

morning I was opening for Aerosmith, which is crazy. So it was the time of lots 

and lots of money.” 

The record that caught Elektra’s attention was a self-funded venture for Beth who 
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continues to own the master recording (Universal Publishing owns the mechanical 

license). She said: 

“Everybody wanted to be on a label.  That’s the only way you could go.  So, the 

fact that my manager had the foresight to take my first album and license it was 

really great because I don’t own the publishing on those songs, but I do own the 

master. ”  

Despite successfully releasing two albums, Beth was dropped by Elektra after completing 

her third album. To make matters worse, Elektra reserved the rights to all of Beth’s 

materials, released or not, for another five years.  “Ok, so I had this body of work I had 

just finished that I was getting ready to tour on.  Now I didn’t have the material, I had 

nothing, ” recalled Beth. As the story goes, Beth began a campaign to raise enough 

money to buy her work back from Elektra, which she did eventually accomplish.  

 In 1995, after once again signing on and relinquishing a relationship with another 

independent label, Beth decided it was time to venture out on her own.  

“Ok now, the thing about that is that was very cutting edge. I was starting to think 

maybe I’d go to an independent label.  Or maybe, I will take the chance and do it 

myself like I did in the beginning.  I’ll just put it out myself because then I can be 

in control of the content and have fun like I want to anyway and just do whatever 

I want.  And/or I can go to an independent and get into different distribution or 

whatever.  It was just so amazingly slow.  It was trying to move an elephant with 

a toothpick. So I left.  My manager came to me and said, you know, if you’re not 

going to be on a major label I don’t want to work with you anymore because 
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there’s no money anywhere else.  I said ok.  So now I had no label, I had no 

manager, and I was pregnant and going through a divorce.”  

Recognizing the power of the Internet to generate sales, Beth began releasing her CDs 

and booking tours via her personal website. Twelve years later, Beth now manages and 

publishes under her own independent label. 

“I would say in the old days when I had management, booking agents, all this 

stuff, I was spending the majority of my time touring and making music.  Now, 

the majority of my time is spent in preparing everything.” 

Beth now advises upcoming artists to leverage the Internet to publish their music instead 

of hiring traditional publishing firms. She works with online distributors, like 

Amazon.com or bigkidvideos.com (for her children’s music). However, Beth maintains 

the right to make all final decisions.  

“I was always a little ahead of the pack. . . But, because I’m not very famous; not 

very many people know that.  And, I’m not tooting my own horn, but I’ve walked 

on the moon when people didn’t know the moon was there. And it’s been scary 

and lonely and very emotional.” 

Beth’s story, unlike the previous interviewees, showcases in-depth the benefits and 

challenges of working within the traditional music business. It also exemplifies the 

frustrations expressed by other musicians and highlights the impact of new technologies 

on the music business.  

 While Beth broke-off and started her own independent label, she (at the time of 

the interview) had not yet decided on the use of an alternative license. Her knowledge of 
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CC licenses was limited to her research and synthesis of the information on the CC web 

site. She too had not attended a CC advocacy meeting. Her lack of understanding is best 

illustrated in her description of the licenses. Beth’s definition was unclear to the 

relationship CC licenses share with existing copyright law and mainly highlights the 

importance of protecting the public domain. Her statement did not address how the 

licenses work. Instead, her definition provides better insight to her understanding of 

general copyright elements. She does, however, believe that CC’s existence addresses her 

primary concerns with the current music business system; mainly the lack of control over 

one’s own work. Beth has decided to not use CC licenses on any of her works.  

 With the exception of Beth, the musicians featured all rely on the additional 

income received from their musical work to make ends meet. Beth, with her longstanding 

experience in the music industry, prefers the traditional copyright method. “I do it all 

online.  I enter it all online.  I get the paperwork, I send in the check, I think it’s $40 a 

song now,” she notes. She has not adopted CC licenses nor seemed to have fully 

considered it. Instead, she continues to be a strong proponent of copyright protection and 

believes that CC licenses, while beneficial for the culture’s approach to collaboration, 

may not provide enough insurance against infringement and may not result in the same 

amount of profits.  

CARL 
 Carl, the final musician featured in this paper, is a “life-long folksong musician” 

who has professionally performed since the early 1970s. Carl has toured around the 

country with numerous bands and as a solo artist. He also considers himself to be a 
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“musical jack-of-all-trades”. He owns a small recording studio where he records his and 

others’ works. Currently, Carl also maintains all licensing rights of his works. His online 

podcasts are CC licensed under Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs. However, his 

published musical recordings are protected fully under default copyright law. The reason 

for this decision will be discussed in the following paragraphs.  

 Carl’s hunt for an open, collaborative yet protective option for his podcast led him 

to the Creative Commons website.  

“I just did a bunch of checking around, and I looked into traditional copyright and 

licensing and what that entailed. And, I looked into it (Creative Commons), and 

they offered several variations depending on what would suit your purposes the 

best. It just seemed to make sense to me.”  

Carl’s discovery process included searching the CC web site and reading forums. He 

wanted something more collaborative as he knew that the podcast would feature other 

artists. He has not attended a CC advocacy meeting but is interested in meeting others 

who use the licenses. However, like the Alex, Jackie and Robert, Carl feels that the 

information found online is sufficient and clearly explains the licenses.  

 Despite not receiving any formal information or training about the licenses, Carl 

demonstrates a solid understanding of the licenses’ function. When asked to define the 

licenses, he said:  

“I have a CC license that allows anyone to download, copy or redistribute my 

podcasts as long as they remain unaltered in form; and, as long as I’m given credit 

for the origins of these shows. I was happy with the form they offered that made 
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me feel that it was a common sense approach that said ‘Here! I’m putting this out 

there on the Internet. Use it. Listen to it. Enjoy it. But don’t change it. Don’t try 

making money off of it. And don’t use it for any of your own creativity. This is 

my show.” 

 The second half of Carl’s definition is most revealing as he implies that CC licenses are 

more restrictive than traditional copyright law. At least under current copyright, a user 

may reuse and alter a work under the protection of fair use. Carl’s definition suggests that 

this may only be done with his explicit permission.  

 Carl chose to use CC licenses for his podcast in order to protect the music 

featured during the broadcast. He encourages listeners to replay and spread the music 

played on the podcast; but discourages remixing. For his personal recordings, Carl 

reserves traditional copyright protection. In fact, he sells his music via iTunes and in 

physical CD form provided he use the appropriate CC license. This differentiation boils 

down to which medium will generate profit. The podcast is offered for free and is purely 

a contribution to culture; whereas, Carl’s recorded music offers supplemental profits for 

him.   

ANALYSIS 
 Throughout these interviews, we see three major themes emerge as considerations 

for the adoption of CC licenses. The first considers an increased degree of choice in 

copyright protection by the musician when using these licenses. As mentioned in 

previous chapters, copyright law attempts to protect creativity and innovation by ensuring 

incentives to the creators of cultural goods. However, over the past several decades, the 
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extreme regulation of copyright law “makes it difficult, and impossible, for a wide range 

of creativity that any free society would allow to exist, legally” (Lessig 2007, p. 18). 

More importantly, cultural regimes, like the music industry, took hold and locked away 

copyrights from musicians and the general public. Coupled with the default “all rights 

reserved” structure of copyright, musicians felt disempowered. CC licenses entered the 

public space as a solution to the shift in industry driven power and the  “all rights 

reserved” exclusivity of copyright. By allowing artists to choose from different license 

variations, he or she could determine whom and in one case for how long (via the 

Founders License) a user may copy the work. In addition, by providing options and an 

easy implementation process, the need for a third party copyright manager – like a 

publisher or record label – became unnecessary.  

 Interestingly, while all five interviewed musicians enjoy an independence from 

larger record labels and publishing firms, each retains a certain degree of copyright 

(whether it be via CC licenses or not) on all released works. In other words, not one of 

the five has released a work to the public for free or un-copyrighted. This speaks to a 

greater point on our culture’s reliance of incentive driven creation and the protections 

copyrights grant. We have not yet fully embraced what many others refer to as the 

benefits of social technologies like sharing and collaboration. Instead, musicians prefer 

the opportunity to make a choice while retaining values of property rights.  

 Second, interviewed musicians considered whether the licenses could increase 

profits. Again, we are reminded that several criticisms of copyright law speak to the 

incentives for creation. For the most part, these incentives have been monetary in value. 
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The various CC licenses preserve both the incentive to make money while permitting 

others to share. As noted by the musicians interviewed, even the most restrictive license, 

which retains all commercial rights, allows sharing. In addition, as the licenses are 

offered for free, legal fees associated with traditional copyright registration are 

eliminated. However, while the licenses decrease additional legal spending and preserve 

the opportunity to make money, four of the five musicians suggest that CC licenses are 

limited to secondary profit making prospects. In other words, these musicians must 

maintain another source of income in order make a living. Reasons for this may include – 

but are not limited to – the prohibited access to traditional institutions within the music 

industry. As we learned from the experiences noted in this chapter, we learned that 

conflict and restrictions between members of the music industry prevent musicians from 

using CC licenses.  

 The third consideration voiced by the musicians is an increase in exposure. 

Thanks to online distribution platforms like Jamendo, musicians may easily promote their 

works to various markets both domestically and internationally by encouraging others to 

share their music without the threat of copyright violations. For example, like Jackie and 

Alex, an artist may release his or her track under a CC license that allows for sharing but 

limits its commercial and remix use. Fans can then take the music and promote it on their 

site or distribution platform as long as it remains unaltered and is not used for by the fan. 

The CC license eliminates the extra step of soliciting the original artist’s permission for 

use and safeguards the fan from the restrictions of conventional copyright law. Specific to 

Jamendo, the required use of CC licenses enables the distribution platform by default to 
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promote and redistribute a musical work on behalf of the artist without having to ask for 

permission every time. The downside of this approach is the inability to accurately track 

where and how far copies reach around the world.  

 To summarize, according to the participants, CC licenses offer musicians the 

greatest amount of control over their work at very minimal costs. The free licenses are 

meant to work along side current copyright law without the up-front $40 per song fee and 

additional legal fees.  However, they are different. The licenses also afford, at a 

minimum, additional revenue streams. However, this does not serve as a primary 

consideration for the adoption of the licenses. Instead, of the musicians featured who use 

CC licenses, it was the opportunity to expand their audience base that sealed the deal. 

CC’s online network, which includes Jamendo and ccMixter, offer alternative distribution 

means to the traditional recording and publishing route. Musicians also elaborated on the 

challenges of using the licenses as some have been locked out of traditional access points 

within the music industry, like movie soundtrack. Lastly, this chapter reveals that for 

those who leverage CC licenses, their understanding of its structure was informed 

primarily by the information on CC’s main website.  

 In the final chapter of this report, I address the following questions: Do CC 

licenses address the considerations posed by the musicians?  If so, how?;  Does CC 

advocacy address the considerations and concerns of musicians?  If so, how?; and How 

could CC licenses or CC advocacy address or better address them?  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 In Lessig’s (2007) Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive In a Hybrid 

Economy, he claims at the end of the book: “copyright law regulates culture in America. 

Copyright must be changed.” His argument, as I presented in the first two chapters of this 

paper, hinges on the idea that the balance between economic motivators and the social 

good has tipped in favor of the entertainment industry and their economic interests. 

Specifically, the law’s original intent to spur progress or inventions for society has stalled 

thanks to increased pressure from industry on Congress to lengthen the duration of 

copyright and apply more restrictive regimes. As a result, we find creative works locked-

away for insurmountable time at the expense of cultural progress. However, as Lessig 

(2007) suggests, the Read-Only (RO) culture, one that only consumes content and is 

largely dictated by the culture industry, faces enormous challenges thanks to the 

emergence of new technologies like the Internet. More specifically, the read-only culture 

functions as a one-way production and distribution system; lacking the feedback loop 

now recognized in Lessig’s read-write culture that favors participatory behaviors. This is 

best illustrated by the music industry’s legal battles against peer-to-peer file sharing 

networks, like Napster. The Internet’s democratizing power and widespread proliferation 

exposed the limitations of traditional copyright law. More importantly, this new 

technology empowered the general public to demand alternative solutions. 

 As a result, organizations like Creative Commons emerged to address the public’s 

growing concerns over increased copyright regulation. The organization developed a set 

of tools and offered free copyright licenses as a legal & technical solution.  But, why 
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choose to use CC licenses? The organization outlines the following three reasons as 

advantages for using CC licenses: it’s “free, public, and standardized” (“About CC”, 

n.d.).  First, traditional copyright can become an expensive legal expenditure for most 

creators. Beyond the $40 copyright registration fee, some artists choose to prosecute 

copyright violators spending countless amounts of money. The music industry alone 

spent over $16 million in 2010 to recover only $391,000 from copyright violations 

(Doctorow,  “Financial Genius”, July 13, 2010). Under CC licenses, authors may choose 

specific usage provisions that alleviate the default restriction of traditional copyright law. 

By doing so, a musician can proactively provide permission instead of having to 

prosecute violators if they so choose. Reaffirmed by the musician interviews, we see that 

the zero costs appeals to this particular group as they attempt to minimize all unnecessary 

costs.   

 Second, CC licenses are designed to accommodate digital works and to support 

public use. In chapter two, I critiqued copyright’s inflexible and outdated structure as a 

major limitation. It fails to accommodate the rate of exchange and volume of which 

digital works are produced and consumed. In other words, current copyright law lacks 

responsiveness to the increase of new digital cultural goods. This does not mean that 

alternative technologies, like DRM, have not tried to circumvent copyright violations. CC 

licenses, on the other hand, include a digital layer, which features meta-tags and 

embedded source code for tracking works. This digital layer accommodates public use in 

that it expands access to copyright for both the creator and the general audience. No 

longer are copyright decisions exclusive to industry executives. This theme of control 
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presents itself as a key consideration for most musicians.  

 Four of the five musicians interviewed, all of whom produce digital music, claim 

that CC licenses grant decisionmaking authority over copyrights for the artist allowing 

them to designate the level of sharing and collaboration. Therefore, if an artist wanted to 

allow the remixing of a work, he/she needs only to release it under the appropriate CC 

license. I argue that this is a bit paradoxical. For while the licenses encourage 

collaboration by eliminating the “all rights reserved” protection, the shift to author 

controlled consent also means that in some cases, permission to transform and reuse may 

be stripped completely; such is the case with BY NC ND licenses. As mentioned in 

chapter four, this particular license reinforces the right to derivative works, which still 

requires the permission of the original copyright holder. Moreover, derivative works 

requires a substantial portion be adapted. Under current copyright law, the fair use 

provision grants some degree of protection of remixing.  Unfortunately, as the interviews 

reveal, some musicians misinterpret this license to include remixing.  

 Lastly, CC licenses are varied and modal in structure. This approach, which 

allows the six main licenses to be mixed and matched, standardizes copyright for 

transnational use. Unlike current U.S. copyright law, these licenses are recognized and 

abide by international standards developed during the Berne Convention. The 

standardization of the licenses allow for increased exposure not just in the U.S. but 

internationally. Artists like Alex & Jackie, emphasized this as a main consideration for 

their decision to use CC licenses. However, ASCAP disputes this claim arguing that the 

global nature of CC licenses “interfere with the support and income offered by existing 
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rights infrastructures” (“10 Considerations”, 2007).   

 While free, public and standardized are characteristics recognized by the 

musicians interviewed, chapter four reflects on one significant disconnect. According to 

the participants, future revenue – whether primary or supplemental – is a consideration 

made on whether to use or not use Creative Commons licenses. They question, “will 

using CC licenses result in additional income?” This is best illustrated by the musicians’ 

choice to use a CC license with the most restrictive provisions, eliminating derivatives 

and commercial use. Each indicated that the licenses allowed them to make money off of 

their work while providing others the opportunity to at the very least share the music.  As 

Alex said:  

“I believe we end up making more money from CC licensing, which are paid, for 

professional projects then we would make per CD going through the old route of 

the record company, and then they get a cut along with the distributors, printers 

and everyone in between. By the time you sell a record, you get nine cents.” 

However, on the CC website, potential monetary incentives are not explicitly stated as an 

advantage for using the licenses. Instead, the mission and purpose of the CC licenses are 

as stated:  

“The Creative Commons copyright licenses and tools forge a balance inside the 

traditional “all rights reserved” setting that copyright law creates. Our tools give 

everyone from individual creators to large companies and institutions a simple, 

standardized way to grant copyright permissions to their creative work. The 

combination of our tools and our users is a vast and growing digital commons, a 
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pool of content that can be copied, distributed, edited, remixed, and built upon, all 

within the boundaries of copyright law” (“Licenses”, n.d.)  

It is clear that while some artists, creators and organizations receive remunerations, it is 

not considered a primary result of using CC licenses. Instead, CC’s main concern and 

goal for the licenses is to help replenish the digital commons.  

 It is also worth noting that positive correlations of CC use and monetary gains are 

found when revenue is considered supplemental instead of a primary resource. In 

Robert’s example, his loyalty to the licenses is being tested as he finds more and more 

studios & movie agents hesitant in using CC-licensed works. He notes that movie agents 

and studios minimize the legitimacy of these works by equating CC-licensed works as 

sub-par productions. Specifically, if a recognized label or publisher does not represent the 

work, than it is of amateur quality or not up to industry standard. By this line of 

reasoning, CC musicians lose out on potential revenue streams that would otherwise be 

available. Again, while musicians consider economic incentives, it does not serve as the 

lone influencer in the decision to use the licenses. This contradicts the music industry’s 

justification for stronger copyright law, which positions monetary incentives as a primary 

motivator to create. This signals a very important shift that authors and artists have 

selected an alternative to money and can be successful when doing so (Lessig 2007, pg. 

278).  

 For advocates of CC licenses, I found that their efforts mirrored and answered the 

majority of the concerns voiced by the musicians. In the interviews with Vasquez and 

Lebkowsky, both discussed how CC licenses empowered artists by shifting control away 
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from the traditional music industry. They highlighted its free, public and standardized 

structure as advantages over the limitations of current copyright law, especially in 

relation to digital works and the networked society. When asked about motivations for 

creation, both briefly spoke to our culture’s detrimental dependence on an economic 

incentive-structure. Both voiced their discontent over the imbalance of copyright law and 

its favorable biased towards industry. Additionally, like CC proper, these two advocates 

believe that we must shift our understanding of individual considerations to find 

alternative incentives that reflect a more social structure in which sharing and 

collaboration are key motivators.  

 Creative Commons proper, its advocates and the musicians featured in this paper 

align on several levels related to CC licenses and copyright. First, all agree upon the 

licenses’ success in reconciling tensions between copyright law and digital work. In 

general, the majority agreed and recognized the need for a more flexible solution to 

copyright; one that they found in CC licenses. Moreover, the simple three-layer structure, 

the six modal options and the zero cost of the licenses allow for easier access and better-

individualized control. It also becomes apparent that while CC proper and its advocates 

downplay monetary incentives in their language, the musicians interviewed deliberatively 

insert it back into the discussion. However, what we find is that while money is of 

concern, it is not a deal breaker (with the exception of Robert & Beth). In fact, most of 

the musicians note control and collaboration as primary considerations for their use of the 

licenses. Advocates and musicians recognize the amateur slant of CC licenses and 

consider its use as a means for supplemental revenue.  
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 Given these findings, I suggest reframing CC licenses not just as a legal or 

technical solution; but more importantly, as a set of “social tools”. Mentioned previously, 

the growing digital culture and introduction of new media challenges our understanding 

of economics and policy. We now recognize that producers are no longer exclusive 

owners of content. Instead, content is accessible to everyone that pays to use the network 

(Shirky 2009, p. 59).  As members of this network, we share to support connectedness 

and encourage generosity (Shirky 2009, p. 83). CC enables this behavior by constructing 

a set of tools that remove barriers to access (i.e. costs); simplifies the process and 

encourages sharing & collaboration. As Lessig (2007) notes, social tools enable the 

emerging Read-Write (RW) culture “to develop a kind of knowledge that empowers as 

much as it informs or entertains,” (p. 85).  

 For CC advocates, the implications are two fold. First, advocates must re-evaluate 

and re-identify the appropriate target audience for such social tools. Advocates should re-

ask: Who is the right target audience for these tools? Would a certain pre-disposition 

towards collaboration or sharing make advocating for the licenses easier?  As society 

moves to recognize more collaborative environments and processes, these tools can help 

facilitate such goals. Moreover, like Vasquez’s decision to target younger audiences, it 

maybe that targeting future generations is the best option by reinforcing already instilled 

collaborative behaviors. Second, by reframing CC licenses as social tools, the need to 

compare it with existing copyright law may be alleviated. Advocates should consider 

whether altering the language to maximize rhetoric focused on collaboration and sharing 

would be most effective. To an extent CC already markets the licenses as such; however, 
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given the heightened awareness and historical understanding of ownership in copyright, 

this shift away may help dissuade any misinterpretation of the licenses. More 

importantly, the concern voiced by musicians about remunerations should not go 

unnoticed. Instead, advocates must reconsider how to more appropriately address these 

concerns.  

 Finally, while the social benefits of sharing and collaboration continue to 

challenge our understanding of traditional proper types of incentives, we cannot discount 

the need for creators to make a livelihood from their works. Even the original authors of 

copyright were not so naïve to think free would result in increased innovation. Instead, 

we must look to reset the balance copyright attempts to facilitate. As Lessig (2007) 

proposed, a hybrid economy, one that promotes both RO and RW cultures, is not limited 

to just economics but expands into legal solutions and societal norms. CC licenses serve 

as an example of what this potential hybrid economy may look like. Lessig (2007) writes, 

“this is a picture of a much more balanced regime, built by volunteers, one license at a 

time” (p. 278). Finally, as I’ve attempted to present in this study, the need for this hybrid 

economy mirrors the sentiments and concerns voiced by musicians for alternative 

copyright solutions. CC licenses, for now, adequately fill this need.   
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